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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

General Background

1.1.1

Chris Blandford Associates (CBA) was commissioned by East Sussex County Council
(ESCC) to prepare an archaeological desk based assessment to assist in the environmental
assessment of a number of route options for the proposed Hastings to Bexhill Link Road.
The environmental assessment is required to support a funding bid to government in 2004.

1.1.2

This document is designed as a stand-alone objective assessment of the archaeological, built
heritage and historic landscape resource of an area around the proposed route options. The
assessment of potential impacts are considered in separate reports.

1.2

Study Area

1.2.1

Initially a study area was defined which, in most instances, extended at least 500 m from the
limits of the route options as selected by ESCC (Dwg No. 227.7.100rev2). This irregular
shaped area was extended at various points to produce a box shaped area with OS NGR’s of
TQ 7330 0750 in its bottom left hand corner and TQ 7950 1175 in its top right hand corner.
This was later amended to include a box shaped area to the west of this study area in
response to updated plans sent by ESCC (Dwg No. 227.7.100rev3). This area had OS NGR
TQ 7200 0900 in its bottom left hand corner and TQ 7330 1100 in its top right hand corner
(see Figure 1.1).

1.3

Scope and Aims of the Assessment

1.3.1

The desk-based assessment has been undertaken in accordance with the Institute of Field
Archaeologists Guidelines (2001) and the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, Vol. 11
(Highways Agency 1993).

1.3.2

For the purposes of the assessment, the following are defined as archaeological and historic
environment resources:
•

Archaeological sites and monuments (including their setting);

•

Areas of archaeological potential;

•

Archaeological surface deposits;

•

Palaeo-environmental deposits;
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•

Historic structures (designated or otherwise, including their setting);

•

Historic landscape elements, such as parks and gardens, field systems and settlements
(including their setting);

•

Individual historic landscape features including historic route-ways and hedgerows
(including their setting), and;

•
1.3.3

19th and 20th century military features (including their setting).

The assessment has sought data from the following resources:
•

The East Sussex Sites and Monuments Record (ESSMR);

•

The National Monument Record (NMR);

•

The aerial photographic collection held by the NMR;

•

Multi agency Geographic Information of the Countryside (www.magic.gov.uk);

•

Archaeology Data Service Online Catalogue (ADS);

•

British Geological Survey;

•

Defence of Britain Database;

•

Register of Historic Battlefields;

•

Register of Historic Parks and Gardens;

•

Inventory of Ancient Woodland;

•

Field inspection; and

•

A range of published and unpublished sources, including previous archaeological
investigations and a range of historical and modern maps.

1.3.4

1.3.5

The following groups and individuals were consulted for comments and information:
•

East Sussex County Council;

•

Hastings Borough Council;

•

Rother District Council;

•

Hastings Area Archaeological Research Group (HAARG); and

•

Simon Jennings, London Metropolitan University.

A gazetteer listing all known archaeological sites within the study area is provided in
Appendix 1. Appendix 2 identifies built heritage features within the study area, including
listed buildings. As well as being discussed in the text, each archaeological entry is assigned
an AR number (e.g. AR 34) and marked on Figure 3.2 and all built heritage features are
given a BH number (e.g. BH 34) and marked on Figure 3.3. In addition, a map plotting
various archaeological and historic environment designations within the study area has been
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included in this report (Figure 2.1), along with a number of historic maps (Figures 3.4 –
3.13).
Assumptions
1.3.6

The data held by ESSMR and NMR largely consists of secondary information derived from
varied sources, only some of which have been directly examined for the purposes of this
study. It is assumed that this data, as well as any other information derived from secondary
sources used in this assessment, is accurate, unless otherwise indicated.

1.4

Structure of the Report

1.4.1

Section 2.0 discusses and presents the sources consulted during the assessment as well as
outlining the known archaeological and historic environment designations in the Study Area.
Section 3.0 presents an analysis of the physical geography and topography of the study and
its historic development.

Section 4.0 presents a short analysis of the archaeological

potential, historic landscape character and built heritage resource based on the findings of
Sections 2.0 and 3.0.

Section 5.0 outlines the summary and conclusions including

recommendations for future work.
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2.0

SOURCES AND DESIGNATIONS

2.1

Introduction

2.1.1

The known archaeological and historic environment resource that may be affected by
proposed development includes both archaeology and features of the historic environment.
These resources could comprise archaeological sites, listed buildings, scheduled monuments,
conservation areas, historic parks & gardens, historic battlefields and ancient woodland.
Figures 2.1, 3.2 and 3.3 plot all those sites or features of the archaeological and historic
environment present within the study area.

2.2

Designations
Scheduled Monuments

2.2.1

There is one Scheduled Monument within the study area (see Figures 2.1 & 3.2). This is the
later medieval chapel of St. Mary’s (AR 6; also Listed Grade II (BH 83) Figure 3.3), located
in the central southern section of the study area. First recorded in 1372 it stands on the
western edge of a slightly raised spur of land now called Glyne Gap, which runs parallel to
the coast at the head of the Combe Haven Valley. This chapel, which served the medieval
village of Bulverhythe (AR 47), along with the Bull Inn (BH 71), is all that remains of the
settlement, which was abandoned in the 17th – 18th century due to coastal flooding.
Built Heritage (including Listed Buildings)

2.2.2

A search was undertaken of Listed Buildings Online on the 11th Nov 2003, at East Sussex
County Councils Offices, Lewes. To this list were added the site of non-listed historic
buildings, taken from such sources as previous archaeological investigation and historic map
evidence. This produced an initial list of over 270 listed or historic buildings known to exist
within or in close proximity to the study area.

2.2.3

A gazetteer of this list was constructed, including the grid co-ordinates of all the buildings,
which was then converted into a GIS format and plotted. This initial plot and gazetteer was
then rapidly checked against the original listed building paper maps, maintained by Rother l
District Council and Hastings Borough Council (in which the study area is located), on the
12th Jan 2004. Due to the inaccuracy of a number of the grid coordinates in the Listed
Building Online database a number of the structures were clearly plotted in the wrong
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location. Once these had been correctly sited against the paper maps it was possible to
remove from the gazetteer all those structures lying outside the study area, leaving a total
gazetteer of 113 listed or historic buildings (see Appendix 2 and Figures 2.1 & 3.3). The
structures associated with farmsteads at Bynes Farm and Upper Wilting Farm have also been
included within this assessment as part of the curtilage of the two sites. Section 1(5) of the
Planning (listed building and conservation area) Act provides that “a listed building means a
building which is for the time being included in a list compiled or approved by the Secretary
of State under this section; and for the purposes of this Act;
a) any object or structure fixed to the building
b) any object or structure within the curtilage of the building which , although not fixed to
the building, forms part of the land and has done so since before 1 July 1948“.
Registered Historic Parks & Gardens
2.2.4

There are no Registered Historic Parks & Gardens within the study area.
Historic Battlefields

2.2.5

There are no Registered Historic Battlefields within the study area.
Inventory of Ancient Woodland

2.2.6

English Nature maintain an inventory of over 22,000 ancient woodland sites in England.
Ancient woodland is classified as land that has had continuous woodland cover since at least
1600AD and is identified using information from such sources as old maps, placename
evidence, ground survey and aerial photographs. Within the study area are 15 areas of land
inscribed as ancient woodland on the English Nature Inventory (AR 58, 59, 61-63, 65-67,
67, 70, 72, 76, 77, 79 & 84), including Kiln, Freezeland, Little Henniker Wood, Coombe,
Chapel, Monkham, Hanging and Ring Wood, to name a few (Figure 2.1)

2.3

Sources
East Sussex Sites and Monuments Record (ESSMR)

2.3.1

The ESSMR holds a database that records known and reported archaeological sites,
findspots and monuments within the county. The SMR is constructed from various forms of
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evidence, including that supplied by archaeological investigation, early maps, aerial
photographs and local knowledge.

This database forms the primary repository of

information on the recorded archaeological resource of the study area.
2.3.2

An assessment of all records held by ESSMR, covering the study area, was carried out. This
identified 40 records.
National Monument Record (NMR)

2.3.3

The NMR, as maintained by English Heritage, is the national database of archaeological and
architectural sites and buildings in England. Initially based on the Ordnance Survey field
inspector’s records it is updated from various sources, including the National Library of
Aerial Photographs and any information received from the SMRs of England. Examination
of this source revealed an additional 10 sites to those identified in the ESSMR.
Defence of Britain Database

2.3.4

The Archaeology Data Service website (ADS) contains the Defence of Britain Database, a
database of over 20,000 twentieth century military sites in the United Kingdom.

An

examination of this database revealed that there was one record within the study area. This
comprised a set of eight World War II Anti Tank Blocks on the beach at Bulverhythe (AR
119).
Aerial Photographs
2.3.5

As part of the assessment, a selection of oblique and specialist aerial photographs covering
the study area held by the NMR, were examined. In total the NMR held 10 oblique photos,
21 military oblique photos and 1258 vertical photos covering the study area. From the
initial list of prints the following were discounted:
•

those prints where the grid ref could not be fully identified;

•

those where the quality was less than A (which means good quality and no cloud cover);

•

those where the scale was 1:10,000 or greater;

•

any photos where the grid reference of the start and end points did not go further North
than the TQ 08 northerly grid line, or further west than the TQ 79 easterly line, as these
areas where heavily developed and unlikely to have shown much archaeology;

•

those with a library number greater than 20,000, as this is held as a film only;
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•

2.3.6

those listed as N in the held field of information as they are not easily accessible.

This left 538 prints of which a further 188 photos, which were believed to be inaccessible to
viewing, were discounted (pers comm.: Liz Gawith 29/10/03). These were viewed on
November 13th 2003.

2.3.7

Although the heavy soils of this area are not very conducive to the detection of cropmarks /
soilmarks, it was possible to identify 11 individual features or areas of earthworks, in
addition to those sites already known, within the study area. These were added to the
gazetteer of archaeological features (AR 95–106) and plotted on the archaeological features
mapping (Figure 3.2).
Other Sources

2.3.8

A number of people and groups concerned with the archaeology and/or heritage of this area
were contacted.

2.3.9

In correspondence with the Hastings Area Archaeological Research Group (HAARG) seven
new sites were identified (AR 85-91). Simon Jennings, of London Metropolitan University
(letter dated 25th November 2003), informed this study of a number of recent findings (AR
56 & 57) and wrote:
‘The valley has a very rich archaeological heritage that includes material stored in the
sediment of the floodplain and in the iron workings on the valley side. There is evidence of
continuous activity from the Bronze Age, through the Iron Age and extending to the present
day. One of the riches areas of this heritage appears to be in the Redgeland to Crowhurst
area’.
Site Walkover

2.3.10

A site visit was undertaken on the 3rd to the 5th March 2004 and on the 7th of March 2004
to gain a general understanding of the topography, land use and presence of historic
boundaries within the wider study area. The weather for undertaking a site walkover was
generally good, being mostly dry and clear, though rain, heavy cloud and fog did set in a
number of times.
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2.3.11

During the walkover any cropmarks, earthworks or areas of possible ground disturbance that
were visible were also recorded as such features can provide archaeological evidence or
suggest areas of archaeological potential not available in other sources. The survey area is
illustrated on Figure 2.2.

2.3.12

Almost the entire study area comprises open or hedged, fairly featureless fields. However,
there are some areas of concentrated development, including a housing estate in the southern
limits of the area walked, as well as Pebsham landfill site, a waste water treatment works and
a number of farms and houses scattered throughout the area, mainly on the ridges extending
into the Combe Haven Valley.

2.3.13

A large number of hedgerows in the study area stand in the same locations as field
boundaries recorded on the tithe maps for the parishes of Hollington (1847), Bexhill (1843)
and Crowhurst (1841), and are likely to be classified as important under the Hedgerow
Regulation Act of 1997.

A more in-depth assessment has been made on the historic

hedgerows of the area and can be found in section 2.4.
2.3.14

The most significant features identified during the walkover, which had not been previously
identified during the course of the assessment, were three relatively well preserved, single
span arch red brick railway bridges along the line of the now dismantled Bexhill to
Crowhurst railway. These were given CBA numbers and added to the gazetteer (CBA 2724). In addition, two milestones survive along the line of the Combe Haven River (CBA 275
& 276).

2.3.15

Apart from these features few remains of archaeological significance were recorded. Those
features that were recorded include two areas of ridge and furrow (CBA 122,123), two areas
of terracing (CBA 124, 125), two linear mounds (CBA 127,132), a possible field boundary
(CBA 131), 2 ponds (CBA 129,130) and a number of linear cropmarks (CBA 126). All are
undateable but are likely to relate to the relatively recent agricultural use of the land. A few
small pieces of slag (CBA 128) were also recorded in the northeastern limits of a field to the
south-west of Acton Farm.
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2.4

Historic Hedgerow Review

Introduction
2.4.1

As part of the DBA a rapid review of hedgerows within part of the study area has been
undertaken to identify hedgerows that are likely to be designated as important under the
1997 Hedgerow Regulations criteria (see Figure 2.3).
Hedgerow Regulations Criteria
Hedgerows Regulations (1997)

2.4.2

The Hedgerows Regulations (1997) states that hedgerows can be designated as ‘important’ if
it can be shown that it has existed for 30 years or more and satisfies an additional criteria
within a range of themes including archaeology, history, wildlife and landscape.

2.4.3

The criteria relevant to archaeology and history are as follows:

1.

The hedgerow marks the boundary, or part of the boundary, of at least one historic
parish or township; and for this purpose “historic” means existing before 1850.

2.

The hedgerow incorporates an archaeological feature, which is –
a) included in the schedule of monuments compiled by the Secretary of State under
section 1 (schedule of monuments) of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979; or
b) recorded at the relevant date in a Sites and Monuments Record.

3.

The hedgerow –
a) is situated wholly or partly within an archaeological site included or recorded as
mentioned in paragraph 2 or on land adjacent to and associated with such a site,
and;
b) is associated with any monument or feature on that site.

4.

The hedgerow –
a) marks the boundary of a pre-1600 AD estate or manor recorded at the relevant
date in a Sites and Monuments Record or in a document held at that date at a
Record Office; or
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b) is visibly related to any building or other feature of such an estate or manor.
5.

The hedgerow –
a) is recorded in a document held at the relevant date at a Record Office as an
integral part of a field system pre-dating the Inclosure Acts; or
b) is part of, or visibly related to, any building or other feature associated with such
a system, and that system –
i) is substantially complete; or
ii) is part of a pattern which is recorded in a document prepared before the relevant
date by a local planning authority, within the meaning of the 1990 Act, for the
purposes of development control within the authority’s area, as a key landscape
characteristic.

2.4.4

The ‘relevant date’ clause is a key issue to the above criteria, whereby all

data has to have been recorded prior to 1st June 1997.
Assessment against Criteria

2.4.5

Criteria 1: In so far as can be determined from the examined sources, one hedgerow (7)
follows the line of a pre-1850 parish boundary.

2.4.6

Criteria 2: The Hedgerows do not incorporate either a Scheduled Monument, or appear to
incorporate an archaeological feature recorded on the East Sussex SMR.

2.4.7

Criteria 3: The East Sussex SMR confirmed that the Hedgerows are not situated wholly or
partly within an archaeological site or on land adjacent to and associated with such a site. In
addition, the SMR revealed that no other monuments or features within the site limits with
which the hedgerows may be associated.

2.4.8

Criteria 4: None of the hedgerows are recorded in the East Sussex SMR, or on other
documents held by the local Record Office, as marking the boundary of a pre-1600 AD
estate or manor. The hedgerows are not visibly related to any building or other feature of
such an estate or manor.
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2.4.9

Criteria 5: The mid 19th century Tithe Maps for the Parishes of Hollingdean (1847), Bexhill
(1843), and Crowhurst (1841) were examined at the East Sussex Record Office. While this
area was not subject to the Parliamentary Inclosure Act if the hedgerows shown on these
tithe maps survive today they may be classified as important under criteria 5a, which states
that they should be as they are ‘recorded in a document held at the relevant date at a Record
Office as an integral part of a field system pre-dating the Inclosure Acts’.

2.4.10

Those hedgerows shown on the tithe maps of the area, which are still

recorded on the modern OS map were given a number between 1 & 67. Figure
3.17 shows the location of these hedgerows. These hedgerows were then checked
during the site walkover (Section 2.3) to confirm which of these field boundaries
still survived as hedgerows.
2.4.11

The 19th century addition of drains in the fields of the Combe Haven

valley base is likely to have removed some of the earlier hedges but means that the
earlier field patterns and forms has been retained in the landscape.
Conclusions
2.4.12

The following table and Figure 2.3 indicates the likelihood of each

hedgerow fulfilling each criteria of the hedgerow regulations act.
Table 1
Hedgerow
Number
1
2
3-5
6
7
8-21
22
23-30
31
32
33
34-35
36-37
38-42
43
44
45
46
47-56
57

Criteria 1

Criteria 2

Criteria 3

Criteria 4

Criteria 5

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Uncertain
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
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Hedgerow
Number
58
59
60-62
63
64-67
68
69-74
75
76-85

2.4.13

Criteria 1

Criteria 2

Criteria 3

Criteria 4

Criteria 5

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

It is therefore currently considered that 70 of the hedgerows within the study area may be
classified as important under criteria 5a of the hedgerow regulations act. Hedgerow 7 may
be considered important under criteria 5a and 1 of the hedgerow regulations act as it is
situated on the line of the old parish boundary of Crowhurst and Hastings.

2.5

Previous Archaeological Work in the Study Area

2.5.1

Unfortunately the archaeology of the Weald as a whole is generally little known and in
addition to the problems of detecting soilmarks / earthworks on the heavy soils of the region,
there has been only limited archaeological field investigation within the study area.

2.5.2

What studies have occurred though have broadened our understanding of the archaeology of
the area. In addition to a previous archaeological assessment of the wider area, carried out as
part of an environmental statement associated with an earlier assessment of potential
improvements to the A259 Bexhill and Hastings Western Bypass (CBA, 1994), there have
been a number of archaeological investigations carried out. These include:
•

Archaeological ground investigations in 1993 that indicated it was likely a Roman Iron
working site survived in this area (AR 50);

•

A surface collection carried out by Oxford Archaeology that revealed a discrete cluster
of fire-cracked flint (possibly of late Neolithic/early Bronze Age date), indicating
activity in the area during this period (AR 51). This work also identified a small scatter
of metal slag suggesting later reuse of the site for iron-working, possibly during the Iron
Age, and;

•

A walkover survey in July 1992 that reveled the remains of possible enclosures at
Preston Hill Farm (AR 52) and to the south west of Decoy Pond Wood (AR 53).

•

Evaluations undertaken by Wessex Archaeology in 1995-6, Upper Wilting Farm
revealed farming features, including a lynchet, dating to the 12th-14th centuries, and post-
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medieval periods. Evaluation trenches to the south and east of Monkham wood revealed
palaeochannels, and possible prehistoric deposits.

Evaluation trenches in an area

northeast of Little Worsham Farm identified a single ditch thought to be part of a postmedieval field system.
2.5.3 A series of palaeo-environmental studies within the Combe Haven Valley have also greatly
increased our understanding of the archaeology of the study area, revealing a range of
significant archaeological evidence (Jennings 1988 & 1990).
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3.0

BASELINE ASSESSMENT

3.1

Location, topography and geology

3.1.1

Measuring approximately 30 km2, the study area is a roughly rectangular shaped area of land
within an area known as the High Weald, “a quite hilly area with deep, steep sided valleys…
[which] is rich in ancient woods and coppice” (Leslie and Short (ed), 1999, 6). The study
area can be further divided into the following broad landscape character types (see Figure
3.1).

3.1.2

•

the slope of the Battle-Hastings Ridge;

•

a number of minor valleys and ridges, and;

•

The Combe Haven Valley.

The Battle-Hastings Ridge runs in a north-westerly direction and defines where the High
Weald meets the Sussex Coast. Its summit line, at approximately 150 AOD, lies c. 0.5 – 1
km to the north of the north-western corner of the study area, from where it slopes
downwards, in a south-westerly direction, into the north and eastern edges of the study area.

3.1.3

The lower slopes of the Battle-Hastings Ridge form an intricate pattern of minor valleys and
ridges. The Watermill, Powdermill and Decoy Pond Streams run southwards through these
valleys into the Combe Haven Valley to join the Combe Haven River, while a series of
broad, low ridges, with generally gentle domed crescents, extend into the Combe Haven
Valley. One of the most significant minor ridges is that which extends from Ninfield (to the
north-west of the study area) to Bexhill, reaching about 40 – 50 m AOD.

3.1.4

Combe Haven Valley itself is a low lying, poorly drained, flat wetland, with a distinct valley
character where much of the land lies below 5 m AOD. The Combe Haven River runs
through this valley, outletting into the sea at Bulverhythe. The majority of the land is
agriculturally unimproved pasture, almost completely free from development, with any
farmsteads there are being confined to the drier land at the edges of the floodplain. Woody
vegetation is sparse, consisting mainly of willows and occasional isolated, ragged hedges,
with reed beds in places. An undulating ridge on which Sidley, Worsham Farm and Little
Worsham Farm are located, form the southern edge of Combe Haven Valley.
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3.1.5

Overlying this landform is a distinctive pattern of vegetation and settlement, notably the
major coastal urban areas of Bexhill and Hastings, which are both densely built up and cover
almost the entire south-western quarter and eastern third of the study area. Both areas extend
some distance inland from a seaside frontage. The formerly separate settlement of St.
Leonards has now been absorbed by the previously separate area of Hastings, which lies to
the west of it and is now separated from Bexhill by only a very small area of open land at
Glyne Gap.

3.1.6

The 1:50,000 Geological Survey of Great Britain (BGS sheet 320/321) shows that the
landform of major ridge, minor valleys and ridges and the Combe Haven Valley are reflected
in the geological pattern. The underlying solid geology of the study area is predominately
floodplain deposits, laid down by rivers during the early Cretaceous period (135 – 125
million yrs ago). At the base is the Ashdown Formation, with the Tunbridge Wells Sand
Formation at the top (both of these consist of silty sands and sandstones, with lesser amounts
of shale and clay). The Wadhurst Clay Formation, which is locally rich in ironstone,
separates these two formations and collectively they are known as the Hastings Group.

3.1.7

The ridges and valleys that cross the area developed during the Quaternary (1,800,000 to
8,000 BC), when the climate was sometimes so severe in Sussex that permafrost developed
and sea levels fell. This enabled rivers to carve out deep valleys, far below the present sea
level into the solid geology (e.g. the valleys carved into the Ashdown Formation and
Wadhurst Clay of the Battle-Hastings Ridge). There is also a complex pattern of numerous
faults that have also influenced the appearance of these ridges.

3.1.8

Rising sea levels since the end of the last ice age have resulted in the Combe Valley and
other depressions in the study area becoming infilled with a complex mix of sediments, such
as gravels, alluvium, sands and peats (up to 24 m deep in places). This is due to marine
inundations of these low-lying areas, as well as river valleys becoming increasingly sluggish.
This infilling is also attributed to colluvation, caused by the clearance of woodland from the
Wealden hinterland, from the prehistoric period onwards.

3.1.9

In the early medieval period the Combe Haven Valley was largely reclaimed from the sea
and, although it was inundated in the 14th century, is now entirely drained, with large areas
under grass. However, unlike those areas on the top and slopes of the minor ridges, the
geology and low lying nature of the Combe Haven Valley has resulted in an area where
ground water easily rises and excess rainfall cannot rapidly evaporate nor quickly percolate
down, allowing ground to become quickly waterlogged in wet winters. Therefore, the lower
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levels of the Combe Haven Valley became a major marshy, wetland that would have proven
difficult to cultivate under arable regimes, but may have supplied seasonal grazing.
3.2

Sea-Level Change

3.2.1

Since the end of the last ice age the shape of the Sussex coast has altered dramatically. This
has largely been the result of changes in sea level. At the maximum of the last ice age
c.17,000 BC, water locked up in glaciers had caused sea levels to fall and in Sussex the sea
level was between 130-40m lower than at present.

3.2.2

As the climate warmed and the ice melted at the end of the last ice age, sea levels again rose,
as a result of melt water from glaciers returning to the sea and the isostatic rebound of the
British Isles with the removal of the weight of the glaciers, causing the south coast to
gradually slope downwards. By c. 3000 BC the sea appears to have reached close to parts of
the present coastline, reaching almost its present height (c. –3 to –4m present sea level) at c.
1000 BC. This altered the study area’s position relative to the coastline over this period,
directly impacting upon the environment and the development of human communities in the
region. Any activities and settlement, which had previously been located adjacent to the past
coastline, may have retreated to the drier land behind the present coastline.

3.2.3

In the medieval period the coastline was far more indented than it is today and land has been
both gained and lost.

The archaeological potential of low lying area of frequent or

occasional marine incursions has been demonstrated for much of the southern coast of
Britain
3.3

Palaeo-environmental evidence

3.3.1

Although the Combe Haven Valley is now protected from flooding from the sea by a large
gravel barrier and sluice in the area of Bulverhythe, the distinctive geology of the valley and
low-lying nature of the Combe Haven, which lies at approximately +2m OD (the height of
the mean spring tidal level), creates waterlogged conditions. This suggests that the area has
a high potential for the preservation of palaeo-environmental evidence, including organic
artefacts. These factors mean that archaeological remains, rarely preserved on dryland sites
may readily be studied there, alongside a rich spectrum of environmental evidence.
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3.3.2

Palaeo-environmental investigations within the valley, primarily in the form of pollen
analysis, palynological analysis and radiocarbon measurements (Smyth and Jennings, 1988
& 1990), have indicated that there have been major changes in the vegetation of the valley
since c. 4000 BC, with changes in the form of sedimentation collecting in the valley basin,
the dramatic decline of arboreal pollen and sudden domination of non-arboreal pollen
indicating forest clearance (which increased rapidly from the Iron Age, c. 800 BC).

3.3.3

What is significant however, is that the assessments suggest that such changes are primarily
as a result of human activity (not natural causes such as forest fires). This would indicate
that, in addition to a high level of preservation in the area, there might be high levels of
archaeological deposits (Smyth and Jennings; 1988, 1990).

3.3.4

Any such evidence would be invaluable in reconstructing the development of the Combe
Haven Valley and the history of human activity and settlement in the area. Any palaeoenvironmental evidence recovered is likely to be of regional or national importance. This
fact was highlighted in a report entitled ‘England’s Coastal Heritage’ (EH/RCHME, 2000),
which identified the area between the Pevensey and Pett Levels as an area of high
archaeological potential.

3.3.5

The alluvium in the Combe Haven Valley can obscure archaeology as well as protecting
significant areas of prehistoric remains from later impacts such as development and
ploughing. The lower levels of the Valley are a marshy, waterlogged area, and geo-technical
test pitting has noted waterlogged deposits indicating other organic remains could be
preserved under anaerobic conditions.

3.4

Archaeological and Historical Background
Palaeolithic (500,000 – 8,500 BC)

3.4.1

The Palaeolithic is divided into the Lower and Upper Palaeolithic. The Lower Palaeolithic
dates from the first indication of pre-modern humans in Britain (c. 500,000 BC) until the
middle of the last glaciation (c. 36,000 BC) and is characterised by the handaxes and core
and flake tool industries of these groups, who were entirely dependent upon scavenging,
hunting and gathering as a subsistence strategy. The Upper Palaeolithic (c. 36,000 – 8,500
BC) begins with the appearance of anatomically modern humans in small-scale huntergatherer communities. The evidence available is largely characterised by lithic technologies
based on blade production.
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3.4.2

Settlement and activity in Britain throughout this period were limited.

In addition,

significant changes in the landscape and environment of the study area and wider region,
over the vast length of this period and since its end have substantially impacted on the
survival of archaeological remains, with evidence of this period from within the study area
is, as with the rest of England, minimal. The tools of Palaeolithic people would have been
abandoned in environments very different from toady and are rarely found in-situ, usually
having become incorporated in later deposits. When they are, very rarely found in-situ, they
are particularly rare and important (Leslie & Short, 1999, 10) and of national significance.
3.4.3

With the notable exception of some sites in the alluvial and gravel deposits of the West
Sussex coastal plain, Sussex in general is not generally a rich area for Palaeolithic finds.
This is due in part to the lack of gravel extraction and disturbance of those deposits from
which Palaeolithic tools are normally recovered (Leslie & Short, 1999, 10). However,
ESSMR records the site of a lower palaeolithic handaxe that was found on the shore within
the study area (AR 49), while a small cluster of surface finds dating to the middle
palaeolithic were found to the west of the study area in Hastings (Leslie & Short, 1999, 11).
Mesolithic (8500 – 3400 BC)

3.4.4

The mesolithic hunter gather communities of the post glacial period in the British Isles
inhabited a still largely forested environment. Exploitation of river and coastal resources
was an important factor in the Mesolithic economy. The presence of the lower lying Combe
Haven Valley and the coast, would have made the Study Area a favourable area for
settlement and utilisation.

The river valleys and coast would have provided a readily

exploitable and predictable source of food (from hunting and fishing) and drinking water, as
well as a means of transport and communication.

In addition, the woodland and

undergrowth on the margins of its floodplain would have provided a source of fuel and
shelter, as well as the opportunity to hunt animals that used such areas for cover.
3.4.5

People were largely transient at the beginning of the Mesolithic.

This has left few

archaeological remains, with human activity being largely characterised by finds of flint
tools and waste rather than structural remains. In the study area a tranchet axe dating to the
Mesolithic was found close to Bexhill (AR 22), while a number of flintwork items
characteristic of the period have been collected from the wider area, including finds from
Bexhill town. It is likely that the Combe Haven river resources, including marshland, would
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have attracted transient mesolithic communities and temporary camps on the higher ground
may be located in the vicinity.
Neolithic (4000BC –2400 BC)
3.4.6

The Neolithic is traditionally defined as the period when hunting and gathering gave way to
agricultural economies, the use of pottery and the construction of communal monuments,
such as megalithic tombs, long barrows and ceremonial enclosures. These changes began
around the start of the 4th millennium BC.

From pollen records we know that forest

clearance occurred over large areas of the British Isles during this period.
3.4.7

Evidence in the Sussex area, including monuments, settlement and finds, is focused on the
lighter soils of the chalk downs. However, previous assumptions that, in contrast to the
downs, the Weald had little or no activity during the Neolithic cannot be substantiated.
While the lighter soils of the chalk downs may have been more attractive to the needs of
arable agricultural communities than the heavier clay soils of the Weald (Armstrong, 1995),
the lack of evidence in the Weald may be more to do with the lack of concerted
archaeological investigation in this area and the masking effect that clay has upon
archaeological cropmarks and earthworks, than a lack of Neolithic activity.

3.4.8

The recovery of a number of flintwork finds dating to the Neolithic, within the study area,
confirms that there was activity in this area during this period. These finds include several
flint axeheads (AR 5, 7 & 44), two arrowheads (AR 7 & 20) and a range of Neolithic
scrapers, flint wasters and fire-cracked flints (AR 15 & 51). While the intensity of activity
cannot be determined this period may have witnessed the clearance of small areas of the
Weald woodland.
Bronze Age (2400 – 700 BC)

3.4.9

The Bronze Age marks the period when people gradually develop metalworking. There are
also changes in settlement and burial practices with the continuation of monument
construction tradition and the creation of a ritual landscape. Evidence for settlement is
focused on the South Downs, which has over 1,100 barrow burial and dense clusters of tools
and settlement (Leslie & Short, 1999, 18). However, the Wealden may have become more
popular, providing shelter and land which proved attractive as the population began to
expand and spread itself more widely than in the Neolithic (Leslie & Short, 1999, 18;
Armstrong, 1995, 21).
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3.4.10

In the study area a concentration of evidence in the vicinity of Upper Wilting Farm (AR 51
& 57), including palaeo-environmental evidence indicating large scale Bronze Age activity
and burning of the forest by humans (AR 56), suggests that there may have been a Bronze
Age settlement in this area, possibly farming the higher ground overlooking the Combe
Haven marshes. Other finds in the study area dating to this period include a looped and
winged axe found at Galley Hill, Bexhill (AR 10) and a small Bronze Age hoard, found in
1869, which contained 3 palstaves, a portion of a fourth palstave and a bronze cake (AR 9).

3.4.11

Furthermore, in close proximity to the study area an early Bronze Age flint axe was
discovered near Hastings (Leslie & Short, 1999, 18). It is also possible that a number of the
roads shown on the 1st edition OS, especially those routeways on the top of ridges, are long
lived and may date back to this period of formalisation of settlement in the Bronze Age
(Figure 3.15), although there is no direct archaeological evidence to support this premise.
Iron Age (700BC-AD43)

3.4.12

The Iron Age is characterised by the beginnings of the use and production of iron and the
intensification of the agriculture regime. However, an expanding population and worsening
climate seemingly led to the nucleating of settlements and the utilisation of previously
marginal or difficult land (such as that on which the site is located) to satisfy the need for
farmland. This period also saw the creation of a defensive structure / settlement known as
hillforts, which suggests that this land pressure was leading to increasing social tensions.

3.4.13

As in the Neolithic and Bronze Age the majority of Iron Age evidence in Sussex is
concentrated in the chalklands to the west of Eastbourne. The paucity of Iron Age evidence
in the Weald is probably more a result of the limited archaeological investigation and the
problems of detecting archaeology on the claylands, than the absence of archaeology.

3.4.14

While there is no significant evidence for settlement remains within the study area, it seems
there is ample opportunity for the extraction and working of ironstone (Armstrong 1995,
25-6) and a large proportion of the land on the valley headlands running around the Combe
Haven Valley have the necessary geological makeup to allow this, including land from the
north of Preston Hall around to St. Leonards, with a large block to the north of Pebsham
Farm.
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3.4.15

In the Weald, Iron Age settlement sites that have been excavated are usually
related with the earliest known iron extraction and smelting sites.

Combe Haven’s

catchment area contains several iron working sites, including Pepperingeye, Byne’s Farm,
Forewood and Crowhurst Park, the latter being a major centre for Pre-Roman and Roman
iron working. The Iron Age iron industry was relatively small scale but it is likely that these
sites had associated settlement, as is suggested at Upper Wilting Farm where a small scatter
of slag suggests iron-working in the area (AR 51). A causeway dating to the Iron Age (AR
86), located at the southern limits of the ridge that Upper Wilting Farm stands on, reinforces
the argument that there was focused activity in this area during the Iron Age.

The

development of the Wealden Iron industry, which began in this period, was an important
factor in the utilisation and settlement of the study area from this period until the start of the
post medieval. Palaeo-environmental work in 1988 and 1990 by Smyth and Jennings has
identified environmental change within the Combe Haven Valley over the last 6000 years,
with a major change around the Iron Age. Sediments deposited along the floodplain and
valley sides in the Iron Age indicate an increase in colluvial (hillwash) and alluvial (river
deposits) layers around the mid section of the valley. This has been interpreted as a result of
human activity and corresponds with the vegetation history, which indicates forest clearance.
Increase in cereal pollen recovered suggests the land was released to agriculture and
archaeological remains of iron working sites suggest it may also have been used for industry
(iron-working). The constant use of the valley as indicated by paleoenvironmental remains
led to a change in the lower valley environment. River discharge increased within the valley
due to an increase in runoff and decrease in evapotranspiration. This led to the widening of
the estuary and extended the tidal limit up to the lower valley. Smyth and Jennings define
the lower valley on the basis of their pollen site, CH2 (1990) the northern boundary of
Pebsham Landfill Site. It is unclear whether the colluviation took place as a single event or
as a sequence of events, however due to the deposits good conditions for preservation there
is a high potential to contain archaeological remains.
Roman (AD 43 – 410)
3.4.16

After the invasion of Britain, Sussex became a client kingdom under Tiberius Claudius
Togidubnuis until his death and the areas integration into the Roman province of Britannia.
(Leslie & Short, 1999, 24). The roman period saw the reorganisation of the settlement
system, with the establishment of planned towns and a more efficient road network, with a
major example in the wider area been the well known Roman defences and garrison post of
Pevensey (Anderida), c. 9km to the south west of the study area.

Such development
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contributed to increasing wealth, stability and population in the country and Romano-British
sites are normally widespread.
3.4.17

However, there are few settlement sites in the study area and large areas of the Weald appear
devoid of farmsteads or settlement activity. This was previously believed to be due to the
heavy soils of the area or that the area was still heavily wooded but prehistoric activity in the
area (see above) show that people did settle in the area and the paucity of evidence is more
likely to be linked with the lack of archaeological fieldwork in the area and the difficulty of
identifying archaeological sites on clay.

3.4.18

This bias seems to be confirmed by the fact that there is a concentration of finds around
Bexhill suggesting settlement (Leslie & Short, 1999, 24). In addition, the earlier Iron Age
iron-working industry was greatly expanded by the Romans, who exploited the exceptionally
rich sources of iron ore in the Wealden clays on an industrial scale. There are a number of
iron-working sites (known as bloomeries), dating to the Romano-British (AR 25 & 64), or
finds that indicate the site of bloomeries (AR 34, 50 & 88), which are located on the slopes
of the ridges extending into the Combe Haven Valley.

This includes the Romano-British

bloomery (AR 64) in Little Henniker Wood (AR 65), which lies on a platform on the edge of
the hillside above Watermill Stream.
3.4.19

Furthermore, Cleere and Crossley (1985) highlight a number of possibly Iron Age
bloomeries around Byne’s Farm (on the hill to the north of that site) that may have been the
origin of the later Roman Iron working industry in this area (Leslie & Short, 1999, 22).
Roughly 1.5 km to the north of the study area is the scheduled remains of a major RomanoBritish iron-working site at Beauport Park, which was associated with a military type bath
house and possibly pre-Roman roundhouses (CBA 1994). Also to the north of the study area
is the Romano-British iron-working site of Oaklands Park. Unfortunately these large sites
have been largely destroyed now due to the popularity of using such material in the
construction of turnpike roads in the 19th century. However, smaller bloomery sites are very
numerous and it is likely that many still await discovery in the study area (Brandon, 1974,
57).

3.4.20

These iron-working sites indicate the importance of the iron-working industry in this area
and may account for the apparent paucity of known settlement in the Weald. A number of
sites have produced Roman roofing tiles stamped CLBR (Classis Britannica), the insignia of
the Roman fleet. This suggests that some of these sites were owned by the military and the
wider area may have been officially controlled by an imperial estate designed to control the
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valuable ironworks, which between the 1st and 2nd centuries AD was the most important
industry in Roman Sussex (Leslie & Short, 1999, 25).
Early Medieval Period (AD 410 – 1066)
3.4.21

The Roman administration and economy had long been in decline before the official end of
Roman Britain in c. 410 and it is possible that the Saxon and Roman cultures had co-existed,
to a greater or lesser extent, for some time before the Saxon culture became dominant (Leslie
& Short, 1999, 29).

With the final withdrawal of the Roman army from England in the

early 5th century AD the whole country fell into an extended period of socio-economic
decline.
3.4.22

Not only is there a general paucity of archaeological remains throughout the period, there is
also a lack of historical documentation from the early part of this period, though a small
number of documents do survive as later medieval copies. This situation is mirrored in the
study area, where no archaeological remains definitely dating to the early part of this period
have been uncovered.

3.4.23

This region appears to have been occupied by ‘the Haestingas’ a group of Saxons that
remained isolated from the rest of Sussex.

They mainly settled the coastal margins,

particularly the heads of the then several river valleys, which were great inlets of the sea
south of the upland known as the Battle Ridge (Brandon 1974, 70). Although there is no
settlement evidence recorded in this locality, place names in this area testify to the presence
of potential sites. Many of the placenames we have today are directly descended from those
given to them by the Anglo-Saxons.
3.4.24

Areas with Anglo-Saxon placenames within the study include Worsham (referring to the
group known as the Wyretelingas who owned it, the name is also documented in 722),
Pebsham (named Pyppels ham after its founder); Lower and Upper Wilting farms (named
after the Wiltingas tribe that may have occupied this area), Hollington (named after the
Holingas, meaning ‘dwellers of the hollow’), Sidley (meaning wide clearing) and Bexhill
(meaning clearing with a covering of box). In addition, many places in the study area have
the word element ham, meaning settlement or farmstead in Old English (Glover, 1997).

3.4.25

A number of Anglo-Saxon land charters make reference to habitation in the Weald,
including at Bexhill, which was first mentioned in an Anglo Saxon charter of 772 when King
Offa, King of Mercia, conquered the Saxon tribes of the area. The classification of land at
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Bexhill as ‘inland’ and ‘outland’, suggests complex settlement structure, with the inland
being the most intensively farmed land of the lord and his tenants.

The inclusion of

information about roads, ditches, dykes and clearings on the ‘outland’ leave no doubt that in
the 8th century this area of the study area was already permanently farmed and settled
(Brandon, 1974, 78-79). Such settlements may have comprised a system of open fields,
surrounding a closely built village.
3.4.26

By the end of the 8th century places such as Hastings had developed into slightly larger
settlement with craftsmen and traders instead of a village of farmers, while Bexhill had a
Minster which tended the religious needs of a substantial area and would have led to an
increase in the population and activity within Bexhill.

Bexhill was also the head of the

Bexhill Hundred (a system of land division with unclear origins or early functions that was
later refined and used by the Normans) and the location of the hundred court. The meeting
places of the hundred courts provided opportunities for trade, further increasing the activity,
wealth and eventually settlement of these areas.
3.4.27

The latter part of this period is better understood, mainly due to the larger number of
documentary sources available. In the 10th century a mint was recorded in Hastings, a sign
of the growing importance of Hastings and its urban economy. Alfred the Great had aided
this growth by establishing a burh at Hastings in the early 10th century. These were created
fortified towns, which were designed to defend the Kingdom of Wessex from Viking raids.
The burhs were some of the first urban developments in the country since the end of the
Roman period and encouraged a more complex settlement pattern (Brandon, 1974, 210).

3.4.28

Sometime around the 9th and 10th century, the local parochial system began to replace the
earlier Saxon Minster system. This involved the formalisation of an area of land, centred on
the nucleated villages or hamlets that were formed in the early part of this period, into a
parish that was served by a parish church. Four historic parishes cover the study area, these
are Bexhill, Crowhurst, Hollington and St. Leonards and while they are relatively modern
divisions they were relatively stable divisions and give some clue to the early medieval land
divisions of the area. As the Saxon lords provided the earliest parish churches, it is likely
that the boundaries of their agricultural estates were used as the boundaries of the parishes
(Friar, 1991, 278) and the boundaries of these estates are likely to have been based on even
earlier land divisions. It is this settlement pattern, which continued to develop throughout
the later and post medieval period, forms the basis of the settlement pattern still recognisable
today (Brandon 1974). The parish boundary between Crowhurst and Hollington has since
changed with the old boundary recorded on the local Tithe maps dating it to pre-1850.
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3.4.29

Only one piece of archaeological evidence dates to the later part of this period. This is the
findspot of a pre-Conquest, white sandstone coffin slab, which was found during restoration
work in 1878 below the floor of Bexhill Church (AR 14), testifying to its antiquity.
Although no settlement remains have been recovered, the presence of burial remains in the
study area, documentation referring to Bexhill Minster and numerous placenames of AngloSaxon origin suggest that there was settlement which remains to be identified.
Later Medieval Period (AD1066-1550)
Norman Conquest

3.4.30

During the later medieval period Sussex became one of the most powerful counties in
England and the town of Hastings to the east of the study area was intricately linked with the
events leading to and associated with the Conquest that defined the transition to the later
medieval.

Archaeological work conducted in 1996 (Wessex Archaeology 1996) in the

vicinity of Upper Wilting Farm revealed no archaeological evidence to support the claims
made by Mr Austin at the 1996 Inquiry that the area around Upper Wilting Farm was the site
of the Norman Invasion. In addition, the hill-wash (colluvium) is ‘likely to have rendered
the Monkham Wood and Redgeland Wood inlets inaccessible to all but the smallest boats by
the Roman period (1st – 5th centuries AD).’ (Wessex Archaeology 1996). As stated in the
1996 Wessex Archaeology report, ‘There is a discrepancy between the probable height of
tidal waters in 1066 and the areas investigated as the location of boat finds and jetties. In
1066, mean sea level is likely to have been c.0.75m lower than at present. As the areas
investigated lie at between c.3.50 and 7.20m AOD, and present high tide varies from c.2.05
to 3.75m AOD, the putative jetties and boat remains would have been c.0.50 and 4.20m
above high water at the time of the invasion. This distance is not commensurate with
beaching practices and berthing facilities known from the Saxo-Norman period.’
3.4.31

This assessment has identified no further archaeological evidence to support Mr Austin’s
claims regarding the Norman Invasion site. Any future Environmental Statement would
need to address this issue in considerable detail, perhaps through further physical
archaeological investigation and historical analysis.
Post-1066
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3.4.32

With the start of the later medieval the main administration unit of late Saxon Sussex, ‘the
rape’, was extensively reorganised and divided into ‘hundreds’ (with Bexhill continuing as
the meeting place of the Bexhill hundred). Each rape formed an individual taxation and
administration district and had a main town, which was close to the coast, with its own castle
and port. The study area lay in the Hastings Rape, with its castle and port at Hastings.
These urban areas offered an opportunity for goods to be bought and sold, allowing markets
to develop (Leslie & Short, 1999, 30).

3.4.33

In the 200 years after the Norman Conquest the population of the study area, like most of
England continued to expand and a number of secondary settlements were formed within
each parish. These new settlements often lay in the downland and river valleys, with any
upland waste and woodland remaining as common land and for hunting (Leslie & Short,
1999, 34). In Bexhill this process of secondary settlement is testified to by the division of
the parish into the tithings of east, middle and west Bexhill during the 13th century (VCH,
1937, XI: 115).

3.4.34

During the Norman period Hastings briefly became the most powerful port in south-east
England. It acted as the main Cinque Port for 150 years and was one of the five original
Cinque Ports along a short stretch of the Sussex and Kent coastline. The Cinque Ports were
charged with providing the defence of this coast and the port of Hastings included
Bulverhythe (meaning the harbour of the citizens of Hastings), which remained a limb of the
medieval Cinque Port of Hastings until the end of the 15th century.

3.4.35

Bulverhythe (AR 47) is now a (Deserted Medieval Village or DMV) as by the end of the
17th century the greater part of the Old Town had been consumed by the sea (VCH, 1937,
XI: 201). The site now lies beneath a housing estate but has produced sherds of medieval
pottery during building work (AR 120). The Bull Inn (BH 71) and St. Mary’s Chapel (AR 6
& BH 83) are all that remain above ground of the medieval village (now called Glyne Gap).
The remains of the chapel, which had Norman foundations and was first mentioned in 1372,
are a scheduled monument (Figure 2.1). Church Wood, which was the site of a later
medieval vicarage until the construction of a Victorian house destroyed it (AR 26) is also
believed to be the site of a Deserted Medieval Village (AR 28).

3.4.36

It is likely that the settlements with Anglo-Saxon place names had continuous occupation
into and throughout the later medieval due to the survival of the placename (e.g. Worsham).
The land in the vicinity of these settlements would have been farmed in a traditional, open
field system, an example of which is suggested by the remains of a field system within the
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study area (AR 8). Nearby, at Upper Wilting Farm, a probable later medieval farmstead was
identified during a recent archaeological investigation (AR 55).
3.4.37

Another system of land use during the later medieval period involved the use of land for deer
parks (mainly between the 12th-15th century). Names such as Park Mead (AR 73) and Park
Wood (AR 78 & 109) may indicate such activity within the study area.

3.4.38

In addition to the agricultural economy, the iron industry in the Weald continued to grow and
by the 15th century the Weald was the main iron production area of England. This industry
led to the removal of large blocks of woodland that had possibly survived since the postglacial period to supply the industry with the fuel and timber it required.

Bellpits in

Monkham Wood indicate later medieval iron-working (AR 89). There are other examples of
the later medieval iron-working industry within the study area, including the site of a
possible medieval bloomery, located in an area known as Cinder Banks (AR 13). After the
introduction of blast furnaces into the High Weald in c. 1496, many of the bloomeries began
to move into the valleys (e.g. AR 33) as the bellows used in these devices were driven by
water wheels supplied by the rivers running down the valleys. (Leslie & Short, 1999, 63).
Post-Medieval Period (AD1550-1900AD)
3.4.39

The historic interest of the post-medieval period is today most clearly reflected in the
numerous brick and timber framed farm buildings of the Combe valleys and in the historic
cores of the Bexhill and St. Leonards (New Hastings). However, the period was a time of
substantial change in the wider area. A search was undertaken of the available historic maps
covering the study area. The progressive maps document the history and development of the
site and its environs, as well as changes in settlement and land use within the wider study
area.

3.4.40

John Nordens map of 1595 (Figure 3.4) is the earliest map that shows the site in its wider
setting. Unfortunately, there is little detail of the study area, though it does depict an upland
area between Hastings and Bexhill. What is now the historic core of Bexhill lies inland, with
an area known as ‘the pell’ adjacent to the sea. The coastal landing site of Bulverhyth
(Bulverhythe) between Bexhill and Hastings is also shown. Worsham is indicated just to the
north of the upland area, on the western bank of the River. Sidley and Buckholt, areas north
of Bexhill, Hollington east of Hastings and the area of Crowhurst to the north are also
shown.
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3.4.41

Research of manorial surveys has established that much of the local road network in this area
is likely to have been established by the mid 16 century, if not earlier (CBA, 1994). In the
study area a number of the road lines shown on this map still survive in the modern road
system. John Speed’s 1610 map of Sussex (Figure 3.5) shows much the same detail as
denoted on John Norden’s map (Figure 3.4). A small island is also illustrated to the south of
the upland area between Bexhill and Hastings, which is not illustrated on any of other maps
examined.

3.4.42

Richard Budgen’s 1724 map of Sussex (Figure 3.6) depicts the site in its wider setting and
shows significant change since the Speed map of 1610. The town of Bexhill now lies close
to the coast, suggesting that changing sea levels submerged the area known as ‘the pell’,
which was previously illustrated. As well as a diminutive ‘harbour’ area where the main
area of Hastings stands today, areas of upland, which are now positioned adjacent to the cast,
are shown on this map as being inland, supporting the idea of coastal erosion within the
study area during the post-medieval.

3.4.43

This map also shows the main road from Bexhill to Hastings, which is now overlain by the
present A259. This continues from Bexhill to Ninfield where a, no longer extant, windmill
is depicted on the western side of the road south of Lunsford’s Cross.

A small

road/trackway is shown from Bexhill to Bulverhyth, a continuation today of the A259. A
parsonage surrounded by a wood is illustrated to the east of Hollington and is most likely
that which is now called the church in the wood (AR 111), in church wood. The small areas
of Filsham, Peoplesham (Pebsham) and ‘The Grove’ are mentioned for the first time. The
pattern of settlement comprises a scatter of densely packed small towns and hamlets, along
with strip settlement along the road systems.
3.4.44

The 1795 map of Sussex by Yeakell, Gardener and Gream (Figure 3.7) shows much the
same detail as denoted on Richard Budgen’s 1724 map. The area of Glyne is illustrated for
the first time between Bexhill and Bulverhyth.

This map illustrates the increasing

complexity of the road system within this area, which has large concentrations of post
medieval activity focused around the road systems in a linear settlement pattern. The field
system pattern is also clearly shown on the map demonstrating that large areas of the study
area are under intensive agriculture at this time. It was at this time that large areas of the
woodland in the Weald were been cut down to provide timber and fuel for the industrial
revolution and to supply areas of rapidly increasing population such as London and this also
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seems to be reflected in the large areas of woodland that have been removed since Budgens
map of 1724 (Figure 3.6).
3.4.45

The old series Ordnance Survey map of 1813 (Figure 3.8) shows that the road system had
continued to expand, connecting the small concentrated pockets of settlement throughout the
study area to the main road network connecting the larger areas of settlement. The larger
roads, such as between Bexhill and Hastings, continue to support a linear roadside settlement
pattern. They also illustrate the increasing size of Bexhill and Hastings, whereas settlements
such as at Worsham are decreasing in size.

3.4.46

Christopher and John Greenwood’s 1825 map of Sussex (Figure 3.9), shows little change
from the old series Ordnance Survey map of 1813. However, this is the first map to show
the parish of St. Leonards, to the west of Hastings. The no longer extant windmill, on the
road from Bexhill to Ninfield, can still be seen in this map.

3.4.47

The 1st Edition 6” Ordnance Survey map of 1895-8 (Figure 3.10) is the first map to show the
area in a detailed fashion. It shows the concentrated coastal settlements of St. Leonard and
Hastings. It also shows that Bexhill retained its medieval settlement pattern with a small,
concentrated settlement core. The map also shows the characteristic Wealden pattern of
small scale dispersed settlement. These settlement areas, if not a number of the structures in
these areas, are likely to be of some antiquity. In addition, a small number of sites had
already developed into larger villages and small towns by this point, including Sidley Green
and Hollington, as well as Bexhill and St. Leonards. A number of buildings survive in these
area and are now listed (e.g. BH 26, 50, 99 & 100). The parish boundary (AR 135) between
Crowhurst and Hollington appears to have changed during the compilation of the Tithe Maps
(Hollington, 1847; Bexhill 1843 and Crowhurst 1841) and this 1st Edition 6" OS Map for
the area, with it appearing in a more easterly position than previous.

3.4.48

This map shows many large, regular shaped fields, suggesting that by this time many of the
fields within the study area have been enclosed. However, in areas such as Park Wood, in
the northwest of the site, and Soles Wood near Worsham, the fields remain very small and
irregular in shape and are probably the remains of informal assarting into the woodlands of
these areas. In other areas the fields systems follow the river course, such as around
Hangman’s Woods, or spread out radially from settlement, such as around Bexhill.

3.4.49

The post medieval saw the concentration of iron working in the weald and the continuing
exploitation of forest locally. The use of the area for iron working is testified to in a number
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of today’s field names shown on the mid-19th century tithe maps e.g. Pit or Kiln Field.
Even if the names had been present for some time or were only derived from a distant
memory of a kiln or pit in that area at the time the tithe maps were drawn, they still suggest
activity in that area. Unfortunately, it was during this period that many of the large mounds
of slag, left over from roman iron production, were destroyed, as the residue was highly
prized for turnpike road construction and many such sites were quarried to virtual extinction
in the early/mid-19th century (Armstrong, 1995, 30; Brandon, 1974, 57).
3.4.50

The 1st edition 6” map also shows that many of the farmsteads clustered around the road
systems, still survive toady, such as Buckholt Farm (BH 11) and Byne’s Farmstead (BH
254). Many of the isolated farmsteads were utilizing the headlands on the promontories of
land extending into the Combe Haven Valley. The farmsteads identified on these headlands
are (from the northwest clockwise): Catsfield Mill (later the Watermill and The House by the
Stream (BH59), Byne’s Farm (BH254), Plough Inn (at Crowhurst), Crouchers Farm
(BH237), Adam’s Farm (BH235), Little Wilting Farm (later Lower Wilting Farm) , Wilting
Farm (later Upper , BH247), Filsham Farm (BH238), Glyne Farm, Pepplesham Farm, Little
Worsham Farm, Upper Worsham Farm, Glovers Farm, Woods Farm, Ingram’s Farm
(Sidley) and Preston Farm (BH56 and 57).

3.4.51

The 2nd Edition OS map of 1895-8 (Figure 3.11) records the urban development of the
seafront at St. Leonards where, in 1828 architect Decimus Brown designed these new
buildings along its seafront many of which survive today, including; West Marina, the
Colonade (BH 91), Masonic Lodge (BH 141) and a Church (BH 222). The town of Bexhill
also increases in size due in part to its increasing popularity as health resort. Bexhill has
increased in size toward the waterfront; its medieval centre is northeast of where the coastal
expansion has occurred.

3.4.52

The windmill near Sidley Green is no longer present, though a windmill is shown further
north along the line of the present A259, near Mill Woods, which later became Mill House
(BH 225). The road system has largely remained the same with development occurring in
and around previous settlements and their road systems. However, the study area remains a
predominately rural environment at this time, with most of the development-taking place on
the coastline.
Modern (1900AD-Present)
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3.4.53

The 3rd Edition OS map of 1907-10 (Figure 3.12) illustrates the expansion of Bexhill to the
east, encroaching on the historic field pattern. Sidley Green’s expansion starts to link
pockets of settlement together.

This map shows a further increase in the transport

infrastructure with an increasing number of major roads to serve the settlement expansion
and to link areas of urban sprawl with the settlement centres. The biggest change is the
development of the Bexhill branch of the Southern Railway track of which three well
preserved, red brick, single span arch bridges survive today (BH 272, 273, 274). This
appears to respect the topography of the area, crossing the Combe Haven Valley at one of its
narrowest points, between Little Worsham Farm and Adam’s Farm as a viaduct with 17
arches with impressively substantial foundations. Its development has had an impact on the
number of enclosed field systems however it has not an impact on the isolated headland
farms, which still survive. To the south west of Adam's Farm a tramway (AR 134) used to
move coal is first shown from the Hastings Corporation WW Pumping Station to Adams
Farm. A quarry to the north east of the farm also appears on this map (AR 133) for the first
time.
3.4.54

The 4th Edition OS map of 1925-33 (Figure 3.13) illustrates how the 20th century has
witnessed substantial growth in the urban areas of Bexhill and Hastings. The overspill of
development from their centres now joins the surrounding areas such as Sidley Green, which
later became their boroughs. Even with the urban conurbation of Bexhill and St. Leonards
field systems mainly dominate the Combe valley. Large areas of the study area retain a rural
character, consisting of the dispersed later medieval settlement pattern that is likely to have
been lain down in the Anglo-Saxon period. A considerable amount of ancient woodland
remains (see Fig. 2.1) and it is possible a large number of field boundaries have remained
unchanged in the landscape for at least 200 years, if not longer.

3.5

Built Heritage Resources

3.5.1

The number of historic buildings identified in the study area was 138, of which 113 were
listed, mostly Grade II. In addition to a concentration of buildings in the historic cores of
Bexhill and St. Leonards, the surviving built heritage highlights the small, isolated, dispersed
settlement pattern typical of the post-medieval but likely to represent a continuation of
earlier settlement patterns.

3.5.2

The majority of historic buildings within Bexhill are post-medieval townhouses,
concentrated primarily within the Old Town centre and around the old road system (which
dates to the later medieval if not earlier). These include groups of Grade II listed buildings
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along De La Warr Road (BH 21 – 26 & 251), Belle Hill (BH: 6 - 10), Church Street (BH 13
– 20, 178 & 233) and Upper Sea Road (BH 54 & 55), as well as individual properties on
Chantry Lane (BH 12) and Hastings Road (BH 29). Other structures in the area include the
grade B (II*) listed Parish Church of St. Peter (BH 17), the grade II 18th century Rimswell
Cottage (BH 233) and the 14th century Manor House outbuilding on De La Warr Road,
which is identified as an historic building (BH 251).
3.5.3

Other concentrated areas of listed buildings appear in the expansion zones relating to the
development of Bexhill as a seaside resort.

These areas are approximately 4km away from

the proposed Bexhill Northern Approach route. The addition of the Southern Railway line to
Bexhill in the 19th century meant the expansion of development along the seafront. This
Victorian Station (BH 226) has been Grade II listed. As has the associated Grand Hotel (BH
227), which was probably built to accommodate the increased number of visitors. Bexhill
West Station an earlier station, the terminus of the Bexhill West Branch line built in 1902 is
also Grade II (BH: 243). The Roman Catholic Church of St Mary and it adjoining hall (BH:
52, 53) have also been listed as Grade II. To the west of the station is The Lane Memorial
(BH 4) found in the Town Hall Square and is Grade II. On the fringe of Bexhill are
primarily historic buildings and Grade II listed buildings (BH 64 & 257).
3.5.4

Sidley, Pebsham and Glyne are areas of known antiquity and yet have few examples of
historic buildings/listed buildings. Once separate areas around the outskirts of Bexhill they
have since been absorbed into Bexhill’s expansion. The buildings found in the Sidley area
include the Victorian train station (BH 246) and post medieval, ‘The New Inn’ (BH 49).
Whitehouse Farmhouse built in the mid 16th century and altered in the 17th survives to the
south west of Sidley (BH 234). On the old medieval/post medieval road system, now the
A269 heading out of Sidley to the west, two structures remain (BH: 50, 255). The historic
building of the Old Mill House north of Sidley survives (BH 255). It is a wayside cottage
that dates from the 17th century and can be seen on the earlier OS maps.

3.5.5

Below Lunsford Cross is the post medieval house, The High House (BH 50). Both of these
structures are Grade II listed. Pebsham has few remaining buildings (BH: 231,232,51). The
Pebsham Farmhouse built in the early 16th century and altered in the 17th century survives
(BH 231). A barn originally of 16th century date then altered in 1734 has listed (BH 232)
but has now seemingly been destroyed by fire. Both these structures are of a Grade II listing.
Glyne was a relatively late parish that developed and has slowly become engulfed by
Hastings expansion. Of the buildings that remain all are Grade II listed they include (BH:
83,71,252): post medieval Glyne Farmstead built between 1715-1765 (BH252), The Bull Inn
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(BH 71) and the Ruin of St. Mary’s Chapel which may have origins of an earlier date (BH
83).
3.5.6

The area of St Leonards appeared in the 1820’s with the expansion of Hastings and the
building of estates of town houses for gentry. Due to this expansion few historic or listed
buildings survive. Those that do survive are mostly Victorian Grade II listed buildings
around the seafront and central parts of St. Leonards.

3.5.7

The Marina which was created in the early 19th century has a few of the original buildings
associated with it, of those that do survive they are of Grade II listed buildings (BH:
93,94,95,96,). In this area were a number of medical buildings all with a historic building
status (BH: 259,260,261). These were two convalescent homes (BH: 259,260) and the
Eversfield ear, throat and chest hospital (BH 261), with its associated houses.

3.5.8

The railway of which the two stations; St. Leonards West Marina Station (BH 244) and West
St. Leonards Railway Station (BH 245) are both categorised as historic buildings. Their
construction promoted rapid development of housing and substantial villas.

3.5.9

Along the seafront in the centre of St. Leonards there are a number of buildings that are
Grade II listed and relate to its role as a seaside resort. The Royal Victoria Hotel (BH 90),
the Western Colonade (BH 91) and the Crown House, BH 92 (Grade II*) all survive as do
those set back from the coast (BH:142,143). The old parish church (BH 222) and the
Masonic lodge (BH 141) also survive here.

3.5.10

In the centre of St. Leonards all of the listed buildings are Victorian and have a Grade II
status. They are positioned on the approach roads to the Victorian centre of St. Leonards.
Quarry Hill (BH:121,122,123,124), which includes the archway over Carriage Drive (123).
Upper Maze Hill and Maze Hill listed buildings include lodges and a Church (BH:
99,101,110,138,139). West Hill Road is the final approach road within the site area (BH:
144,145,146,147,148,149,150,151). Most of the listed structures are buildings however
there are a number of garden walls (146,149) and there is the Burton tomb (BH: 151).
Archery Road and The Mount road systems in the centre of St. Leonards have a number of
buildings (BH: 68,69,113,114) including the college of higher education (BH 69). Other
structures do survive in the centre (BH: 73, 82) they include a Hotel (BH 73) probably built
during the peak of Hastings popularity.
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The areas that were previously separate settlements and have now been absorbed into the
expanding Hastings have very few listed buildings. Filsham Farmhouse survives originally
dating from 1683 it was altered in the mid-18th century. To the north of St. Leonards in the
borough of Hollington there are very few historic buildings (BH 2), and Grade II listed
buildings (BH: 98, 90) that survive. The development of Hastings probably led to the
destruction and redevelopment of many of the period properties, but the Windmill at
Hollington does survive (BH 2). The Church of St. Leonard in the Wood also survives as a
listed building and may have an early date (BH 74).

3.5.12

Many of the isolated farmsteads first seen on the 1st Edition OS map, mostly of a late
medieval/ post medieval date, survive today. Situated on the Ashdown Bed promontories
overlooking the Coombe Haven lowland, they have not been subjected to the development
pressure of the urban conurbation areas. Preston Hall and one of its cottages are both listed
Grade II, known earlier as Preston Farm (BH: 56,57) Preston Lodge west of Preston Hall is
listed as a historic building (BH 267). Chetwynd, is a Victorian historic building (BH 264).
Other farmsteads and their associated buildings that have survived are: Cockerels Farmhouse
(BH 58,266) , Buckholt Farm (BH 11), Boulder Cottage and buildings to the east (BH: 62,
228,229), Mayfield Farmhouse and barn (BH: 249,250), Upper Wilting Farmhouse (BH
247).

3.5.13

The historic buildings associated with these isolated farmsteads included: the buildings to the
northwest of Upper Wilting Farm (BH 263), the buildings at Acton Farm (BH 270), Little
Worsham Farm where the original post medieval house does not survive Victorian
renovation (BH 271), the Buckholt Cottages west of Hanging Wood post medieval in date
(BH 269) and Glovers Farmhouse (BH 268).

3.5.14

In the Crowhurst area to the north of the proposed route a number of buildings survive at
Grade II listing unless otherwise stated: Hye House listed as Grade II*(BH 213), Adam’s
Farmhouse (BH 235), Crouchers Farmhouse dated to the late medieval period of 14th to 15th
centuries (BH 237) its barn is included as a historic building due to its 17th century date (BH
238), Green Street Cottage (BH 215) and Green Street Farmhouse, dated to 1734 with later
alterations (BH 239), Bynes Farmhouse which dates to the mid 17th century with its
associated historic buildings and the Royal Oak cottage which was built between 1590 and
1605 (BH 254). The only listed building (Grade unknown) is the Ye Olde Shoppe Cottage
(BH 3).
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In the north west area of the site was the old watermill. A number of buildings associated
with this survive today including, The House by the Stream (BH 59) and Oak Cottage, which
was built between 1671 and 1735 (BH 248).

3.5.16

Within the Combe Haven River valley, three Victorian single span arch, red brick bridges
(BH 272-4) are relatively well preserved and form the main surviving component of the now
dismantled Bexhill to Crowhurst Railway which was built between 1897 and 1902, and was
used until 1964 when it was closed and dismantled. Two milestones were also recorded
during field survey. Both had inscriptions of the letters B.B, which may stand for Bexhill
borough which was then followed a number, one milestone had 48 (BH 275) and the other
49 (BH 276).
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4.0

ANALYSIS OF THE HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This section draws together information on the archaeology & palao-environment, built
heritage and landscape of the study area. Each topic is discussed in detail below.

4.2

Archaeology & Palaeo-environmental Analysis

4.2.1

This analysis used the readily available information on the archaeology & palaeoenvironmental background of the study area, including the baseline assessment (Section 3.0)
and the mapping produced as part of this desktop assessment. Through this work an analysis
has been made of the potential of recovering archaeological & palaeo-environmental
evidence from different areas across the whole study area. The study area has been divided
into a number of discrete areas, each of which has been assigned to one of five categories of
potential.

The five levels of potential for the recovery of archaeological or palaeo-

environmental evidence are:

4.2.2

•

None (No potential);

•

Low;

•

Moderate;

•

High, and;

•

Very High

These categories are discussed below and mapped on Figure 4.1.
None (No potential)

4.2.3

As a result of a specific form of construction or excavation it is beneficial that no
archaeological remains or palaeo-environmental evidence would remain in these areas.
Within the study area one such area is located between Pebsham Farm and Combe Haven
Holiday Park, in an area which has been heavily quarried and reused as a landfill site.
Low
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4.2.4

It is felt that overall there is a low potential for recovering archaeological remains or palaeoenvironmental evidence. In the study area almost all areas designated as being of low
potential are the areas of late 19th century and 20th century development. The developments
would have probably involved substantial ground disturbance, which has probably truncated
or destroyed archaeological deposits or palaeo-environmental evidence in these areas.

4.2.5

There are likely to be areas within these zones, which may not have been disturbed, such as
the rear gardens of many domestic properties.

However, it is likely that overall the

construction of underground services such as gas, electricity and water, the construction of
the transport network to supply these properties and the movement of plant to construct the
structures would have severely damaged or destroyed much of the evidence. Other areas
classified as having low potential include:
•

any areas that have had large ground cutting activity within them, such as the line of the
larger, modern roads, areas of the railway system that were cut to level the route and a
large area of relatively modern clay extraction in the west of the study area, and;

•

a very steep valley side which seems highly inaccessible.

Moderate
4.2.6

Areas of moderate potential have a lack of concentrated 19th and 20th century development
suggesting that any archaeological deposits or palaeo-environmental evidence present will
have had a higher potential of surviving than in the areas that have undergone disturbance.
However, while the assessment may have identified evidence located within these area, there
were no apparent concentrations or significant patterns of activity which would have
indicated that these areas were the focus of use. It is probable that these areas would have
been more marginal or secondary to, for example, areas of known settlement in the past.

4.2.7

The potential for the recovery of archaeological deposits & palaeo-environmental remains is
therefore felt to be moderate. A large proportion of the land assessed as having moderate
potential within the study area is either on the slopes of the ridges extending into the Combe
Haven Valleys or in areas that are removed from areas of known historic settlement, though
it also includes a number of sites close to the historic core of settlements that now have
concentrated development on them.
High
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4.2.8

Within the study area, areas of high potential include the top of the ridges extending into the
Combe Haven Valleys. These were likely to have been a popular place for settlement in the
early and later medieval period, and possibly much earlier. Areas with clusters of known
archaeological remains, including sites of Roman iron-working, have also been designated as
having a high potential.

4.2.9

Areas with low levels of modern development that are close to known historic settlements,
or the lines of historic trackways, which may have had roadside strip development in the
Roman or later medieval periods, also have a high potential. A small number of areas within
Bexhill, St. Leonards, Hollington, Sidley and Pebsham have also been classified as having a
high potential due to their lack of major ground cutting activity or because they represent the
historic core of the area and there may have substantial depths of deposits, which may have
protected earlier deposits, even if substantial ground cutting has occurred.
Very High

4.2.10

Within these areas it is felt that there is a very high potential that any ground disturbance
would impact on archaeological deposits or palaeo-environmental deposits. Within the study
area the lowlying areas of the Combe Haven Valley have been given this classification,
mainly due to the potential preservation of extensive archaeological and palaeoenvironmental remains. This type of evidence would be invaluable in reconstructing the
development of the Combe Haven Valley and the history of human activity and settlement in
the area. As ‘England’s Coastal Heritage’ (EH/RCHME, 2000) explained any palaeoenvironmental evidence recovered is likely to be of regional or national importance.

4.2.11

Another area identified as having a very high archaeological potential is any area on the
western side of a slightly raised spur of land running parallel to the sea, which has not
undergone modern development or ground cutting activity. This is the location of the
deserted medieval village of Bulverhythe, of which only the Bull Inn public house (BH 71)
and ruins of its chapel (AR 6 & BH 83) now remain.

4.3

Built Heritage

4.3.1

The historic maps and gazetteers were correlated to develop a broad overview of the built
heritage of the area. From this, five broad types of built heritage were identified:
•

Historic Settlement Cores;
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•

Roadside Linear Strip Development;

•

Small, individual, dispersed farmsteads;

•

Mid-Late 19th century Expansion Zones, and;

•

Modern concentrated urban development.

Historic Settlement Cores
4.3.2

These areas are the historic settlement cores of modern settlements. They mainly date to the
later medieval and sometimes a number of the early structures relating to the early
development of the settlement survive. These structures and the buildings that replaced them
are usually in a tightly nucleated pattern, suggestive of the later medieval pattern of
settlement. In areas that have not undergone substantial modern reconstruction the potential
for the survival of historic and listed buildings is high, while the continuous build up of
settlement debris over a very long time may have left a deeply stratified archaeological
resource, with the earliest deposits protected by later remains. This suggests there may be
also be a high archaeological potential. There are several historic settlement cores in the
study area including Sidley, Bexhill (which still retains its later medieval settlement pattern)
and the early 19th century development of St. Leonards.

Roadside Linear Strip Development

4.3.3

These settlements grew up along the sides of tracks and roads due to the benefits and ease of
transport and communication they afforded, along with the advantages supplied by trade
from passing traffic. They often lie on routes between two larger settlements, gaining further
from the easy access to these settlements and the increased levels of traffic that would have
used the route. While many such settlements are of modern construction, they can date back
to the later medieval, if not earlier. In areas where modern development has not masked it,
the survival of historic buildings, or structures that no longer survive but are shown on the
1st ed OS map (Figure 3.10) as being located in a long, thin band along a historic routeway,
or in a linear pattern, clearly identifies these early roadside linear strip development.

4.3.4

Within the study area there are a number of areas suspected of having had this form of
settlement, including at various points along the road between Sidley and Lunsford’s Cross.
However, much of the historic structures have now been lost to modern development.
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Small, individual, dispersed farmsteads
4.3.5

This category of built heritage are usually composed of a small group of isolated buildings,
made up of a farmhouse and its associated buildings, that would have farmed the
surrounding area. They often stand some distance from the main transport network and are
mainly reached by a simple track or road. Where they have historic blocks of trees close to
them the piecemeal removal of areas of wood for agriculture (assarts) is often clearly visible
in the modern landscape. This was a very common settlement pattern in the study area and
wider region and dates back to at least the later medieval, though the land divisions on which
it is based can date from the early medieval or even pre-Roman period. A large number of
the historic buildings representing the early development of these settlements survive (both
listed and undesignated). This is often due to the lack of later development, the continuation
of use and the isolated nature of the areas.
Mid-Late 19th century Expansion Zones

4.3.6

These expansion zones are areas of relatively recent and concentrated development, that
radiate away from the earlier settlement for example the development surrounding the
historic settlement core of Bexhill.

They often incorporate residential, industrial and

commercial zones and were constructed to feed the expanding population. In the study area
such an increase can be seen in and around the coastal settlements of Bexhill and Hastings
(Figures 3.10 – 3.13) and included the absorption of previously separate settlements into
these areas.
4.3.7

While there is often little of historical significance in these ‘newly’ developed areas, which
were often built in areas with no previous settlement. Where urban expansion consumed
areas of known antiquity, there is a potential to identify historic buildings. In the study area
such areas include the historic settlements of Sidley, Pebsham, Filsham, Hollington, St.
Leonards and Glyne. The arrival of the railway to such places as Bexhill, St. Leonards and
Hastings further spurred on development in these areas.
Modern concentrated urban development

4.3.8

This category of development comprises those areas that have undergone dense urban
development during the 20th century. These areas often have a very regular pattern or
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tightly packed into the gaps between the earlier, historic settlement pattern and its associated
transport infrastructure. In the study area the popularity of the coastal towns at the end of the
19th century gave rise to a rapid increase in the size of the coastal towns of Bexhill and
Hastings. These urban conurbations engulfed the surrounding settlements and left few
wooded or open areas within the towns.
4.4

Historic Landscape Character

4.4.1

A study was made of the broad morphology of the landscape as shown on the modern OS
mapping to identify variations in the historic character of the study area’s landscape. This
analysis divided the study area into 12 Historic Landscape Character Areas (Figure 4.2).
Area 1

4.4.2

The pattern of Bexhill’s Historic Settlement Core is still visible today, nucleated around the
church. It is likely to be the oldest settlement area within the modern urban conurbation of
Bexhill with a high potential for the identification of built heritage and archaeological
remains.
Area 2

4.4.3

This is an area of dense urban settlement. It developed in the post-medieval and involved
the growth of the historic settlement cores of Bexhill and other areas of settlement within the
zone, such as Pebsham and Sidley (formerly Sidley Green). In the 20th century gaps
between these areas were filled with dense development. A large amount of development
occurred during the Edwardian period giving the area the characteristics of a typical south
coast town. Although the area is heavily developed there are a small number of open areas,
normally comprising areas of park and playing field.
Area 3

4.4.4

A small area of predominantly rural fields and woodland at the far west of the study area.
The area contains industrial activity and residential development, which have affected the
historic landscape character of the area.
Area 4
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4.4.5

This area retains a complex historic landscape of some antiquity and there is minimal
modern development in the area. The size, shape and pattern of the woodland and field
systems suggests that the basic pattern of the landscape is medieval/post medieval in date.
The irregular edges and boundaries of the historic woodlands reflect a process of informal
enclosure and the area contains numerous assarts (fields resulting from the piecemeal
clearance and enclosure of woodland, probably dating to the later medieval but maybe
earlier). Isolated farmsteads like Buckholt Farm still survive in this area (BH 11). Overall,
the area has a relatively intact and authentic historic rural landscape common to the Weald
Area 5

4.4.6

The historic landscape of this area is mixed with the western and southern fringes suffering
from development pressure and the central, northern and eastern parts of the area retaining
their earlier historical features. Large proportions of the historic woodland shown on the 1st
Edition 6”OS map have been removed from the area as a whole. The small, irregular preenclosure field pattern has been altered through boundary loss, leaving very large fields of
relatively recent origin, however the earlier field pattern remains relatively intact in the
central, northern and eastern parts of the area

A number of archaeological features are

visible within this landscape including; two areas of straight ridge and furrow which
potentially date from the 18th century (AR 122,123), areas of terracing (AR 124,125) which
are related to boundary loss and field expansion, and a series of earthworks (AR 127) and
cropmarks (AR 126).

The area has a lower significance in historic landscape terms

(excepting the pockets of Ancient Woodland) than historically similar areas (Areas 4, 7 and
8) to the north. This is partially due to the dissection of the landscape by the Crowhurst to
Bexhill railway which survives within the landscape as an embankment and three Victorian
Railway bridges (BH 272, 273, 274).
Area 6
4.4.7

The lowland floodplain and river of the Combe Haven Valley retains significant elements of
its historic character. The field systems seen on the 1 st Edition OS map to the south of the
River Ouse, retain their field pattern with the addition of drains along their boundaries. The
north bank of the river has seen the earlier field pattern removed leaving large fields of
relatively recent origin. Largely marshland and grassland, the area has had the addition of a
nature reserve and is attractive to wild fowl. Within the area two elements of built heritage
survive in the form of milestones with the inscription BB 48 (BH 275) and BB 49 (BH 276).
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Two earthworks also survive, one is potentially the surviving line of a field boundary (AR
131) and the other is possibly a flood defence line (AR 132).
Area 7
4.4.8

This area has had little development and shows continuity of land use and retains many
features of its historic landscape. Characterised by irregular field patterns this area still
maintains its early informally enclosed field systems. A number of historic hedgerows
survive within this area. The historic Watermill and isolated historic farmsteads of Byne’s
Farm and Hye House Farm have survived development (BH 213, 236). The area tracks the
concentrations of woodland present in Areas 4 and 8.
Area 8

4.4.9

This area is on the fringe of Hasting’s urban sprawl.

Although relatively stable,

development pressure is having influence over the character of land use especially at the
eastern edge. Informally enclosed irregular field systems with distinctive woodland margins
dominate the landscape. Many assarts survive with their associated woodland. Significant
concentrations of probable historic hedgerows survive within this area. A pond (AR 129)
has also been identified within the area and may potentially be historic The landscape of the
area represents a relatively intact example of a ‘typical’ Wealden rural landscape, although it
has been slightly degraded by modern development. Previous industrial activity survives in
the form of a quarry (AR 133) to the north of Adam's Farm.
Area 9
4.4.10

The expansion of Hastings from a small fishing port to a seaside resort began in the
18th century and accelerated with the building of estates of towns and houses for gentry.
This includes the parish of St. Leonards in the 1820’s. The development of the railway
promoted a more rapid expansion with the building of commuter housing and of more
substantial villas with attractive views from the higher ground. The late 20th century has
seen much infilling of the land between the villas with the major expansion of housing.
Hollington once a separate hamlet has now been absorbed into Hastings expansion. The
Church of St. Leonards first seen on Richard Budgen’s 1724 map (Figure 3.6) possible
survives in Church Wood (BH222). Its associated wood has decreased in size and become
fragmented with development of the area. Little of the original historical landscape survives,
although the woodlands are significant survivals from the earlier historic landscape.
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Area 10
4.4.11

An area of modern housing.
Area 11

4.4.12

A landfill site within a former extraction site and a waste water treatment works, nothing
remains of the historic landscape. During the site walkover it was noted that both of these
industrial sites had expanded and had encroached on the surrounding landscape than
previously mapped. Their full extent as identified is shown on Fig. 4.2.
Area 13

4.4.13

A continuity of land use and development in this area can be seen from the size and pattern
of the woodland and field systems. The irregular appearance of the historic woodlands
indicates the presence of assarts, which reflect the piecemeal grading out of former
woodland. Development has occurred along the main road from Bexhill, but the informal
irregular field systems and historic woodlands seen on the 1st Edition OS still survive.
Isolated farmsteads like Filsham Farm (BH 240) still survive in this area. This area still
maintains many of the historic landscape characteristics common to Wealden areas.
Area 14

4.4.14

An area of urban townscape with a mixture of historic core, 19th century resort town
architecture, modern development and open space.
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5.0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Results of the Desk-Based assessment

5.1.1

The Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment has clearly demonstrated that the Study Area
contains a rich and diverse series of historic environment features, comprising a combination
of archaeological and palaeo-environmental deposits; historic landscapes and concentrations
of built heritage features. Key amongst these elements are:
•

The Combe Haven Valley alluvial deposits with their deep stratified palaeoenvironmental and archaeological deposits (identified as an area of very high
archaeological potential)

•

The scheduled remains of later medieval chapel of St. Mary’s, one surviving element of
Bulverhythe deserted medieval village

•

The archaeological remains of early occupation and early iron industry

•

The surviving historic rural landscapes along the northern half of the study area

•

Surviving post-medieval decoy ponds

•

The concentrations of small-scale dispersed historic settlement dotted across the area on
the ridge-tops, often containing listed or historic buildings

•

The historic cores of Bexhill and Hastings with their concentrations of listed and historic
buildings

5.1.2

In terms of significance, the Combe Haven Valley deposits have the potential to contain
areas of regional and nationally significant deposits. The scheduled DMV is of national
significance as are the Grade I and II* (B) listed buildings. The Grade II listed buildings are
of regional significance and worthy of preservation. The historic landscapes to the north of
Combe Haven Valley (Areas 4, 7 and 8) area of local / regional significance, with perhaps
Area 4 presenting the most complete and integral historic landscape remains. Many of the
archaeological sites identified in the study area of regional and local significance.

In

particular those related to the early occupation of the area and the early iron industry could
be considered as being of regional significance. The post-medieval decoy ponds are also of
interest and are of local / regional significance.
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5.2

Current Gaps in our knowledge

5.2.1

The desk-based assessment supplies a clear statement of current knowledge. There are still
however areas of limited knowledge reflecting lack of a previous archaeological survey work
in the area. Key areas include:
•

Extent of prehistoric and Roman occupation in the Area;

•

Extent of alluvial deposits along the Combe Haven Valley tributaries to the north of the
main valley;

•

Extent of impact that the railway viaduct had on the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental deposits in the Combe Haven Valley;

•

Potential extents of currently unrecorded archaeological surface scatters reflecting past
land-use and activity in the area;

•

Potential survival of archaeological earthworks in and around the areas of Ancient
Woodland; and

•

The verification or rebuttal of Mr Austin’s claims regarding the Norman Invasion Site.

5.3

Need for further work

5.3.1

Further work required to support any ES could include:
•

Auger survey of the route line across the areas of very high archaeological potential to
gauge the depth and nature of any alluvial deposits and possible palaeo-environmental
deposits;

•

Archaeological field-walking in available fields to determine the extent of currently
unrecorded archaeological surface scatters;

•

Geophysical survey of the route line (however the effectiveness of such techniques on
the dominant clay and alluvial soils is debatable);

5.3.2

•

Further archaeological investigation of the Upper Wilting Farm area;

•

Archaeological trial trenching along the route line.

The exact nature and extent of this work will need to be determined in consultation with the
County Archaeologist and in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation.
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Appendix 1
GAZETTEER OF KNOWN ARCHAEOLOGY WITHIN STUDY AREA
ES

= East Sussex Sites and Monuments Record

NMR = National Monuments Record
AR
No
1

Period

Type

Description

post-1800

Transport /
Communication
Route
Transport /
Communication
Route
Transport /
Communication
Route
Transport /
Communication
Route
Archaeological
Findspot
Religious /
Ritual Activity
Site
Archaeological
Findspot
Field System

The Ashford and Hastings Railway opened in 1851.

NMR Linear 826

The Brighton and Bulverhythe railway (the East Coast Line) was authorised between
Brighton and Bulverhythe, via Lewes and Polegate, in 1844.

NMR Linear 847

The Tunbridge Wells and Hastings branch railway line had been planned as early as 1845.

NMR Linear 851

The Bexhill and Crowhurst Junction branch railway was opened in 1902.

NMR Linear 852

An broken, unpolished Neolithic flint axehead found during building work near the site of a
new church in lassenbury Drive, Bexhill.
St. Mary's Chapel. Remains of the Chapel, first mentioned in 1372. A ruin for centuries,
modern roadway has destroyed the tower & nave. Excavations in the nave in 1929 uncovered
'crouched burials'.
Leaf shaped arrowhead and a portion of a Neolithic flint axehead - unpolished.

ES 75
NMRTQ70NE1
ES 895

2

post-1800

3

post-1800

4

modern

5

Neolithic

6

later
medieval

7

Neolithic

8
9

later
medieval
Bronze Age

10

Bronze Age

11

Unknown

Archaeological
Findspot
Archaeological
Findspot
Archaeological
Findspot

The remains of a field system of a possibly medieval date. Part of the system has been
destroyed by landscaping.
A small Bronze Age hoard found in 1869. It contained 3 palstaves, a portion of a fourth
palstave and a bronze cake.
Later Bronze Age looped and winged axe found at Galley Hill, Bexhill.
An unidentified gold coin was found under the cliff at Bulverhythe in 1862.

Designated

Scheduled
Monument
SM 148

Reference

NMR TQ 70 NE 2
ES 76
NMR TQ 70 NE 3
ES 896
NMR TQ 70 NE 4
ES 898
NMR TQ 70 NE 6
NMR TQ 70 NE 11
ES 904
NMR TQ 70 NE 13
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AR
No
12

Period

Type

Description

Prehistoric

13

later
medieval
Early
medieval

Archaeological
Findspot
Industrial
Activity Site
Religious /
Ritual Activity
Site
Archaeological
Findspot
Cropmark /
Earthwork /
Soilmark
Industrial
Activity Site
Archaeological
Findspot
Archaeological
Findspot
Archaeological
Findspot
Industrial
Activity Site
Placename
Evidence
Industrial
Activity Site

A broken barbed and tanged flint arrowhead was found on the ground after a fire on Bexhill
Down c1926
Possible site of medieval bloomery located under the railway line in an area known as Cinder
Banks.
A pre-Conquest white sandstone coffin slab representing the Lindisfarne tradition was found
during restoration work in 1878 below the floor of Bexhill Church.

ES 65
NMR TQ 70 NW 8
ES 66
NMR TQ 70 NW 9
ES 68
NMR TQ 70 NW 11

Neolithic scrapers and flint wasters found in allotments adjoining Bexhill West Railway
Station.
An earth mound, formerly assumed to mark the site of a windmill it is likely to be a spoil
heap from construction of a large late 18th century or early 19th century house to the north.

ES 69
NMR TQ 70 NW 12
ES 74
NMR TQ 70 NW 17

Bloomery of uncertain date near a dismantled railway.

ES 114
NMR TQ 70 NW 19
ES 125
NMR TQ 70 NW 28
ES 126
NMR TQ 70 NW 29
ES 129
NMR TQ 70 NW 32
ES 130
NMR TQ 70 NW 33
NMR TQ 70 NW 48

14
15

Neolithic

17

postmedieval

18

Unknown

20

Neolithic

21

Late
medieval
Mesolithic

22
23
24
25

postmedieval
Early
medieval
Roman

26

later
medieval

27

postmedieval

28

later
medieval

Religious /
Ritual Activity
Site
Settlement Site
Settlement Site

Triangular flint arrowhead of the late Neolithic to early Bronze Age.
Late Medieval/Tudor pottery found in the Sidley Wood area.
One tranchet axe was found in this area of Bexhill.
Pankhurst's Smock mill. Built around 1798 and taken down in 1928.
There is a reference in 722 to the grant of land at Bexhill 'for the service of God'. This
implies a monastic use of this area.
Site of a Romano-British Bloomery dating to the late 1st century / early 2nd century AD.
Many sherds of Samian and native type RB coarse ware, as well as several pieces of tuyere
caps have been found in the area.
Site of medieval vicarage. It was presumably completely destroyed when the Victorian
house was built.
The site of Hollington Hall or the Grove, a country house dating to the 17th century. Much
of the original house was demolished in 1804 to make way for a farmhouse. The farmhouse
incorporated parts of the original.
Church Wood is the site of a possible Deserted Medieval Village, with associated medieval
earthworks.

Designated

Reference

ES 3722
NMR TQ 71 SE 1
ES 891
NMR TQ 71 SE 11
ES 892
NMR TQ 71 SE 12
ES 986
NMR TQ 71 SE 24
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AR
No
29

Period

Type

Description

Unknown

Probable iron working site, Hollington Park

30

Unknown

31

later
medieval

33

later
medieval
Roman

Industrial
Activity Site
Industrial
Activity Site
Religious /
Ritual Activity
Site
Industrial
Activity Site
Industrial
Activity Site
Industrial
Activity Site
Wreckage Site
Archaeological
Findspot
Settlement Site

A bronze figurine, probably of Fortuna. It was probably made in Gaul in the 2nd century
AD.
Holmwood. Now destroyed. A 3-bay wayside cottage incorporating a chimney dated 1694,
which may or may not have been contemporary with the house.
British spitfire. Very broken up
The Amsterdam, a Dutch East Indiaman ran aground on 26th January 1749 and almost
immediately sank. Archaeological excavation has revealed a large amount of high quality
goods.
Formerly a manor house of the Bishops of Chichester. It is stone built and of irregular plan.
There is evidence of 14th century work in places. The house was fortified in 1447. The
Manor House was largely demolished sometime in the early 1930's.
Martello Towers No's 39-44 between Bexhill and St. Leonards. No longer extant, they were
destroyed by coastal erosion and the construction of a railway in the mid 19th century.
Polished flint axehead found in 1934.

34
35
37
38
39
40
41

later
medieval
postmedieval
Roman
postmedieval
modern
postmedieval

Wreckage Site
Wreckage Site

42

later
medieval

Settlement Site

43

post-1800

Defensive Site

44

Neolithic

45

Prehistoric

Archaeological
Findspot
Unclassified

46

Roman

47

later
medieval

Archaeological
Findspot
Settlement Site

Designated

Reference
ES 984
NMR TQ 71 SE 25
ES 995
NMR TQ 71 SE 27
ES 996
NMR TQ 71 SE 33

A probable iron working site with an impressive dam in Ponds wood.
Hollington medieval church.
Breached pond bay, site of Buckholt Forge mentioned in 1574 and shown as 'old forge' on a
map of 1753.
A cinder bank of probable early Romano-British date indicating the site of a large bloomery.

ES 3732
NMR TQ 71 SW 5
ES 63
NMR TQ 71 SW 6
ES 3721
NMR TQ 71 SW 16

Bexhill Manor Court Roll of 1567 provided evidence of a hitherto unrecorded blast furnace
on Watermill Stream.
Excavation of a post-medieval boat.

ES 994

Designated
Wreck Site

ES 131, ES 111
NMR TQ 70 NE 22
ES 6435
ES 6480, ES 906
ES 67
NMR TQ 70 NW 10
ES 78
NMR TQ 70 NE 32-33
ES 894

A submarine forest on the beach at Bulverhythe. There is evidence of prehistoric activity in
the form of a worked red deer antler, along with much 13th century pottery.
A denarius of Commodus (180-192 AD) in excellent condition was found in this area.

ES 897

Bulverhythe deserted medieval village (now called Glyne Gap). Period of desertion 17th 18th century. Mentioned as a port in 1500, the old town was lost through coastal erosion.
The Bull Inn and the ruins of St. Mary's Chapel are all that remain.

ES 903

ES 901
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AR
No
48

Period

Type

Description

post-1800

St. Leonards Tollhouse was built in 1830 and was a tollhouse bridging the original approach
road. The last toll was taken in 1837.

ES 907

49

Palaeolithic

A Lower Palaeolithic handaxe was found on the shore.

ES 987

50

Roman
Prehistoric

52

Unknown

Archaeological ground investigations in 1993 indicated it was likely a Roman Iron working
site survived in this area.
A surface collection carried out by Oxford Archaeology that revealed a discrete cluster of
fire-cracked flint (possibly of late Neolithic/early Bronze Age date), indicating activity in the
area during this period (AR 51). This work also identified a small scatter of metal slag
suggesting later reuse of the site for iron-working, possibly in the Iron Age.
Remains of possible enclosure were discovered at Preston Hill Farm during a walkover
survey in 1992.

OAU Sept 1994a

51

Transport /
Communication
Route
Archaeological
Findspot
Industrial
Activity Site
Industrial
Activity Site

53

Unknown

Remains of possible enclosure were discovered to the SW of Decoy Pond Wood during a
walkover survey in 1992.

Survey Sept 1994b

54

Unknown

RPS March 1998

55

Bronze Age

56

Bronze Age

57
58

Bronze
Age?
Prehistoric

Archaeological
Findspot
Ancient
Woodland

59

Prehistoric

Ancient
Woodland

No evidence of settlement or significant archaeological features or finds were identified
during a geophysical survey (March 1998) and Archaeological Evaluation (May 1998). A
metal clutter is likely to suggest recent dumping.
An evaluation in 1996 at Upper Wilting Farm. Located a potential Bronze Age occupation
horizon.
A recent sediment and pollen record from a site in Redgeland shows large Bronze Age
activity.
An oak log of Middle Bronze Age date, which has probably been shaped by humans, was
found near Monkham Wood.
Kiln Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory. Shown on Yeakell and
Gardner map of 1783; the name indicates possible iron-working activity or brick/tile
manufacture
Freezeland Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory. Shown on Yeakell
and Gardner map of 1783.

61

Prehistoric

62

Prehistoric

Ancient
Woodland
Ancient
Woodland

Cropmark /
Earthwork /
Soilmark
Cropmark /
Earthwork /
Soilmark
Archaeological
Survey
Occupation
Horizon
Unclassified

Kiteye Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory. Shown on Yeakell and
Gardner map of 1783.
Cockerells Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory.

Designated

Reference

OAU Sept 1994b

Survey Sept 1994a

Survey
Pers Comm:
25/11.2003
Pers Comm:
25/11.2003
English Nature

Jennings,
Jennings,

English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
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AR
No
63

Period

Type

Description

Prehistoric

Ancient
Woodland
Industrial
Activity Site
Ancient
Woodland
Ancient
Woodland
Ancient
Woodland
Industrial
Activity Site
Ancient
Woodland
Ancient
Woodland
Map evidence

Cole Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory.

English Nature

Site of large Romano-British bloomery in Little Henniker Wood.

1:50,000 OS map (2002)

Little Henniker Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory.

English Nature

Great Henniker Wood, part of which is ancient woodland in EN inventory.

English Nature

Ancient Woodland in EN inventory, also shown on Yeakell and Gardner map of 1783.

English Nature

Possible bloomery site of unknown date at Sidley

CBA, 1994

Hanging Wood & Ring Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory, also shown on Yeakell
and Gardner map of 1783.
Coombe Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory.

English Nature

Decoy Pond. 3 field names on Hollington tithe (1843-7); traces of pond still visible in wood.

CBA, 1994

Ancient
Woodland
Map evidence

Decoy Pond Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory.

English Nature

Park Mead, name from the tithe 1843-7

CBA, 1994

Map evidence

Kiln Field, name on Hollington tithe map, 1843-7. Possible kiln location.

CBA, 1994

Map evidence

Chapel Field on Wilting Farm, name on Hollington tithe map. A chapel existed on the manor
of Wilting in the early 12th century.
Chapel Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory.

CBA, 1994

Monkham Wood, ancient woodland in EN inventory.

English Nature
CBA, 1994

Map evidence

Park Wood, field name on Hollington tithe map. The wood was probably part of a park,
possibly Wilting Manor. It is shown as woodland on the Yeakel and Gardner map of 1783.
Park Mead is a tithe name too.
Pit Field, name from Hollington tithe map.

Map evidence

Kiln Field, name from Hollington tithe map.

CBA, 1994

64

Roman

65

Prehistoric

66

Prehistoric

67

Prehistoric

68

Unknown

69

Prehistoric

70

Prehistoric

71

postmedieval
Prehistoric

72
73

76

postmedieval
postmedieval
postmedieval
Prehistoric

77

Prehistoric

78

postmedieval

80

postmedieval
postmedieval

74
75

81

Ancient
Woodland
Ancient
Woodland
Map evidence

Designated

Reference

English Nature

English Nature

CBA, 1994
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AR
No
85
86

Period
unknown

87

Iron Age /
Romano
British
unknown

88

Roman

89

later
medieval
post
medieval

90
91

unknown

92

95

post
medieval
post
medieval
Post
medieval
Unknown

96

Unknown

97

Unknown

98

Unknown

93
94

Type

Description

Transport /
Communication
Route
Unclassified

Historic routeway, now a hollow way.

CBA, 1994

Causeway extending south to the present river channel; peat sampling by Smyth & Jennings
(1988) showed that deposits upstream dating back to c. 2000 BP had ponded against it.

Letter from
19/11/03

HAARG,

Transport /
Communication
Route
Industrial
Activity Site
Industrial
Activity Site
Cropmark /
Earthwork /
Soilmark
Transport /
Communication
Route
Map evidence

Apparent continuation of ancient trackway (CBA 85) westward along Worsham Lane.

Letter from
19/11/03

HAARG,

Numerous pits, some of which may be marl pits but others which may represent ore pits
associated with the Roman iron industry.
Bellpits in Monkham Wood.

Letter from
19/11/03
Letter from
19/11/03
Letter from
19/11/03

HAARG,

Trackway terraced into hillside.

Letter from
19/11/03

HAARG,

Site of Combe Farm, shown on 1st ed 6" map. Now gone.

CBA, 1994

Map evidence

Site of house and barn on Worsham Farm, earliest date known to have exited is 1616. The
aisled barn of c. 1600 with a c.1700 additions still survive.
Site of a house and buildings called Brookes, now visible as earthworks. Earliest known
reference to the buildings is 1585.
Rectilinear shaped feature. Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th edition so may predate them.

CBA, 1994

Two structures shown on AP of 1973. No longer extant. Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th
edition so may predate them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Rectilinear Enclosure?

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Circular pits in corner of field - marl extraction sites? Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th
edition so may predate them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Map evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence

Extensive pit containing the original Bexhill town refuse tip of c 1890+.

Designated

Reference

HAARG,
HAARG,

CBA, 1994
Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03
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AR
No
99

Period
Unknown

Type

Description

aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
aerial
photographic
evidence
Aerial
photographic
evidence
Ancient
Woodland

Rectilinear shaped earthwork. Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th edition so may predate
them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Large group of pits - probable clay extraction site. Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th
edition so may predate them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Large trapezoidal shaped mound of unknown function. Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th
edition so may predate them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Concentrated group of pits. Not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th edition so may predate
them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Two ring ditches and a possible pond (most likely representing remains of marling). The
two ring ditches are not visible on OS 6” maps 1st –4th edition so may predate them.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Apparent enclosure. Shown in 1st –4th edition 6” OS maps as an enclosed area of trees.

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

Large area of concentrated pitting, previously a site of a golf course

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03

100

Unknown

101

Unknown

102

Unknown

103

unknown

104

unknown

105

unknown

106

unknown

107

Unknown

108

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Whitefield Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

109

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Park Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

110

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Church Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

Circular mound, Very regular shaped, probably modern.
Tilden's Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

Designated

Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland

Reference

Aerial Photograph Search,
13/11/03
English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
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AR
No
111

Type

Description

Designated

Reference

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Rectory Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

English Nature

112

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Pond's Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

114

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Dogkennel Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

115

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Redgeland Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

116

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Turkey Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

117

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Roundacre Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

118

Unknown

Ancient
Woodland

Pebsham Wood, Ancient Woodland in EN inventory. Shown on 1st ed. 6" OS map.

Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland
Semi-natural
ancient
woodland

119

Military

WWII Anti tank blocks on the beach at Bulverhythe, some of which have been removed and
used for sea defences. Eight blocks remain
Large amount of 13th century pottery near Bulverhythe.

Defence
Database
ES 897

Later medieval Decoy Pond

CBA

122

Post
medieval
Later
medieval
Later
medieval
Unknown

123

Unknown

124

Unknown

125

Unknown

126

Unknown

120
121

Period

Archaeological
site
Archaeological
site
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence

English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
English Nature
of

Britain

Ridge and Furrow earthworks, straight in shape suggesting a Post-Medieval date
Ridge and Furrow earthworks, straight in shape suggesting a Post-Medieval date
An area of terracing related to earlier land boundaries
An area of terracing related to earlier land boundaries
Cropmarks of unknown date
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AR
No
127

Period
Unknown

128

Unknown

129

Unknown

130

Unknown

131

Unknown

132

Unknown

133

Modern

134

Early 20th
Century
Pre-1850
Unknown

135
136
137

Later
Medieval

Type

Description

Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Site Visit
Evidence
Map Visit
Evidence
Industrial Site

Earthworks date unknown

Designated

Reference

Area with a concentration of slag waste products, date unknown.
Pond identified during field survey
Large Pond identified during field survey
Linear earthwork possibly a field boundary
Linear earthworks possibly a flood defence line
Site of a quarry dated to 1907-1910 when it appears on the 3rd edition 6"OS Map
Site of a Tramway from the Hastings Corporation WW Pumping Station to Adams

Farm.
Map Evidence
Archaeological
Site
Archaeological
Site

Old parish boundary between Crowhurst and Hollington as identified from Tithe Maps
Earthwork investigated as part of the 1996 evaluation by Wessex Archaeology. Interpreted
as an agricultural feature possibly of post medieval date based on underlying stratigraphy.
1996 evaluations undertaken by Wessex Archaeology, a number of medieval features and
findspots were identified
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APPENDIX 2
GAZETTEER OF BUILT HERITAGE WITHIN STUDY AREA
ES

= East Sussex Sites and Monuments Record

NMR = National Monuments Record
LB

= Listed Building

BH No
STATUS
2
Historic Building
Listed - Grade
3
Unknown

DESCRIPTION
Windmill Hollington

STREET

NO.

REF.
ES 940

Ye Olde Shoppe Cottage

ES 3755
NMR017

4

LBII

The Lane Memorial (Also recorded as Town Hall
NMR No. 292017)
Square

6

LBII

Building

7
8
9
10

LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII

11

LBII

12
13
14
15
16
17

LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LB - B

18

LBII

19
20

LBII
LBII

21

LBII

22

LBII

23

LBII

24

LBII

25

LBII

26

LBII

29
30
31
32
33

LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII

34

LBII

35
36
37

LBII
LBII
LBII

Apple Tree Cottages
Belle Hill
Sorrell Cottage
Belle Hill
Goddards House
Belle Hill
Belclaire
Belle Hill
Buckholt Farmhouse, including the wall
on either side of the house to the east Buckholt Lane
and west
Barrack Hall
Chantry Lane
Building
Church Street
Building
Church Street
Lychgate
Church Street
Lychgate Cottage
Church Street
The Parish Church of St Peter
Church Street
The Barn or Granary to the north east of
Church Street
the Rectory
Building
Church Street
Building
Church Street
De La Warr
Bexhill Antique Centre
Road
De La Warr
Yew Tree Cottage
Road
De La Warr
Seaview Cottage
Road
De La Warr
Camellia Corner
Road
De La Warr
Camellia Corner
Road
De La Warr
Ruins of the former Manor House
Road
East Lodge
Hastings Road
Forge House
High Street
Building
High Street
Hanover House
High Street
Linkwell
High Street
Garden wall to the east and west of
High Street
Linkwell
Building
High Street
Building
High Street
Building
High Street

Belle Hill

50, 52 and
54
60
74
84
86

NMR291964
NMR291965
NMR291966
NMR291967
NMR291968
NMR291969

2 and 3
4
5
5A

NMR291970
NMR291971
NMR291972
NMR291973
NMR291974
NMR291975
NMR291976

6-10
11-13

NMR291977
NMR291978
NMR291980

1

NMR291981

3

NMR291982

5

NMR291983

7

NMR291983
NMR291984

3
1
3 and 5
7
9

NMR291988
NMR291989
NMR291990
NMR291991
NMR291992

9

NMR291993

2 and 4
6
8

NMR291994
NMR291995
NMR291996
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BH No
38
39
40
41
42
43
49
50

STATUS
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII

51

Historic Building

52

LBII

53

LBII

54

LBII

55

LBII

56

LBII

57

LBII

58

LBII

59

LBII

62

LBII

64
68
69
71

LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII

73

LBII

74

LB - C

79

LBII

82

LBII

83
90
91

LBII
LBII
LBII

DESCRIPTION
STREET
NO.
Building
High Street
10
Osborn House
High Street
14
Boswell House
High Street
22
Building
High Street
24
The Little Bee Hive
High Street
26
Chantry Cottage
High Street
28
The New Inn
Ninfield Road
The High House
Ninfield Road
Barn at Pebsham Farm to north east of
Pebsham Lane
Farmhouse
The Roman Catholic Church of St Mary
Sea Road
Magdalene
School or Hall adjoining the Roman
Catholic Church of St Mary Magdalene Sea Road
on the north east
Upper Sea
The Grange
Road
Garden Wall to the north east and to the Upper Sea
east of The Grange
Road
Watermill
Preston Hall
Lane
Cottage in the grounds and to the east of Watermill
Preston Hall
Lane
Watermill
Cockerels Farmhouse
Lane
Watermill
The House by the Stream
Lane
Worsham
Boulder Cottage
Lane
Nazareth House
Hastings Road
Rosemount
Archery Road
Hastings College of Further Education Archery Road
The Bull Inn
Bexhill Road 530-534
Highlands
The Highlands Hotel
1-10
Mews
Church Wood
Church of St Leonard in the wood
Road
Gillsman's
Chievely Cottages
5 and 6
Hill
Nos. 3 to 6 (consecutive) including Highlands
3-6
garden retaining wall to east
Gardens
Ruin of St Mary's Chapel
Hythe Avenue
Royal Victoria Hotel
The Marina
Western Colonnade
The Marina
48-53

92

LBII*

Crown House

93
94
95
96
97

LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII
LBII

Building
Building
Building
Building
Building

98

LBII

Building

99

LBII

101
110
113

LBII
LBII
LBII

REF.
NMR291997
NMR291998
NMR291999
NMR000
NMR 292001
NMR 292002
NMR 292008
NMR 292009
NMR 292011
NMR 292015
NMR 292016
NMR 292018
NMR 292019
NMR 292020
NMR 292021
NMR 292022
NMR 292023
NMR 292026
NMR 292032
NMR 293705
NMR 293706
NMR 293712
NMR 293714
NMR 293741
NMR 293866
NMR 293871

NMR 293982
NMR 293990
NMR 293991
NMR 293992
The Marina
57
ES 910
The Marina
111-114
NMR 293993
The Marina 115 and 116 NMR 293994
The Marina 117 and 188 NMR 293995
The Marina 119 and 120 NMR 293996
The Marina
121-127
NMR 293997
Markwick
1-20
NMR 294000
Terrace

South Lodge (comprising East and West
Lodges)
Winterbourne
St Leonard's Lodge
Building

Maze Hill
Maze Hill
Maze Hill
The Mount

NMR 294002
18
1-6

NMR 294004
NMR 294013
NMR 294017
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BH No
114
121
122

STATUS
LBII
LBII
LBII

123

LBII

124

LBII

DESCRIPTION
Building
Castellated Villa
Allegria Court
Archway over Carriage Drive to north
west of Allegria Court including
retaining walls along drive
Hazelton

STREET
The Mount
Quarry Hill
Quarry Hill

130

LBII

James Burton Monument

138

LBII

Baston Lodge

139

LBII*

Church of St John

141

LBII

Masonic Hall

142
143

LBII
LBII

Building
Building

144

LBII

145

LBII

146

LBII

147

LBII

148

LBII

149

LBII

150

LBII

151

LBII

178
181

LBII
LBII

213

LBII*

215

LBII

222
226
227
228

LBII
LBII
LBII
Historic Building

West Ascent
West Ascent
West Hill
Building
Road
West Hill
Building
Road
No. 18 including garden boundary wall West Hill
to south and west
Road
No 20 (Wet Hill Lodge) including Gate West Hill
Piers to south west
Road
West Hill
Building
Road
No. 22 including garden boundary wall West Hill
to south
Road
West Hill
West Hill Court
Road
West Hill
Burton Tomb
Road
Building
Church Street
Woodview
Hye House
Hye House
Lane
Swineham
Green Street Cottage
Lane
Church of St Leonard
Bexhill Central Railway Station
Station Road
The Grand Hotel
Sea Road
A barn, built c. 1600

229

Historic Building

Building

230

LBII

231

LBII

232

LBII (?)

233

LBII

NO.
7

REF.
NMR 294018
NMR 294044
NMR 294045

Quarry Hill

NMR 294046

Quarry Hill
St Leonards
Gardens
Upper Maze
Hill
Upper Maze
Hill

NMR 294047
NMR 294068
1

NMR 294099

4
5 and 6

NMR 294128
ES 981
NMR 294129
NMR 294130

14

NMR 294132

16

NMR 294133

18

NMR 294134

20

NMR 294135

16

NMR 294136

22

NMR 294136

24

NMR 294137

West Ascent

A later medieval two storey house
named Lychgate. Built in the 15th
century it was altered in the 18th cent.
Pebsham Farmhouse was built in the
early 16th century (later medieval) and
Pebsham Lane
altered in the mid 17th century (Also
recorded as NMR No. 292010).
A barn, built in the mid to late 16th
century. The building was altered in
1734. The building has now been
destroyed by fire.
Rimswell Cottage. A house built in the Church Street
early 18th century. The building has
two-storeys (Also recorded as NMR No.

NMR 294098

NMR 294138
11-13

NMR 297978
NMR 408415
NMR 408720
NMR 408836
ES 3740
NMR 470627
NMR 479255
NMR 488219
NMR 498513
NMR 498513
ES 98
NMR 498514
ES 99
NMR 498515
ES 100

NMR 498516
NMR 498517
ES 102
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BH No

STATUS

234

LBII

235

LBII

236

LBII

237

LBII

238

Historic Building

239

LBII

240

LBII

243

Historic Building

244

Historic Building

245

Historic Building

246

Historic Building

247

LBII

248

LBII

249

LBII

250

Historic Building

251

Historic Building

252

LBII

254

LBII

255

Historic Building

DESCRIPTION
NMR291979).
Whitehouse Farmhouse, built in the mid
16th century and altered c. 1600 (Also
recorded as NMR No. 435945).
Adam's Farmhouse, built in c. 1440
(later medieval) Also recorded as NMR
No. 408713.
Bynes Farmhouse, dating to the mid
17th century (Also recorded in NMR as
Bines Farmhouse - No. 408722) also
included are its associated buildings.
Crouchers Farmhouse, built in the late
14th to 15th century (later medieval).
Also recorded in NMR as No. 408712
A barn, built in the 17th century, with
alterations dating to the 19th century.
Situated at Crouchers Farm.
Green Street Farmhouse, dating to
1734, with alterations of the mid 18th
century (Also recorded as NMR No.
408724).
Filsham Farmhouse, built in 1683 it was
altered in the late 18th century (Also
recorded as NMR No. 293869).
Bexhill West Station. The terminus of
the Bexhill West Branch line. Built in
1902
St. Leonards West Marina Station was
built by 1870, when it was renamed
from its previous name, St. Leonards
Station. It was closed in 1967
West St. Leonards Railway Station was
opened on the Tunbridge Wells and
Hastings Line in 1852.
Site of Sidley Railway station on the
Bexhill West Branch Line. Opened in
1902 and closed in 1964.
Upper Wilting Farmhouse, built in the
mid 18th century (Also recorded as
NMR No. 408714), also included are its
associated building
Oak Cottage, built between 1671 and
1735 (Also recorded as NMR No.
408841).
Mayfield Farmhouse, built in the 18th
century and altered in the 19th century
(Also recorded as NMR No. 293783).
A barn, built in c.1600, situated at
Mayfield Farm.
Manor House outbuilding. Built in the
14th century (later medieval).
Glyne Farmhouse, built between 1715
and 1765 (Also recorded as NMR NO.
NMR291985).
Royal Oak Cottage, built between 1590
and 1605 (Also recorded as NMR No.
408721).
Old Mill House. A wayside cottage
dating to c.1600 (Also recorded as
NMR No. 536953).

STREET

NO.

REF.

Pembury
Grove

30

NMR 498518
ES 103

Crowhurst
Road

NMR 498574
ES 3733

Hye House
Lane

NMR 498576
ES 3735

Crowhurst
Road

NMR 498578
ES 3737
NMR 498579
ES 3738

Swineham
Lane

NMR 498582
ES 3741

Harley Shute
Road

NMR 498642
ES 936
NMR 501087
ES 108
NMR 501140
ES 945
NMR 501141
ES 946
NMR 501143
ES 110

Crowhurst
Road

NMR 502554
ES 3753
NMR 502555
ES 3754

Crowhurst
Road

NMR 502576
ES 957
NMR 502577
ES 958
NMR 515948
ES 112

Glyne Drive

NMR 537125
ES 971

Hye House
Lane

NMR 544137
ES 3758
NMR 967448
ES 113 & 127
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BH No

STATUS

257

Historic Building

258

Historic Building

259

Historic Building

260

Historic Building

261

Historic Building

263

Historic Building

264

Historic Building

265

Historic Building

266

LBII

267

Historic Building

268

Historic Building

269

Historic Building

270

Historic Building

271

Historic Building

272

Historic Structure

273

Historic Structure

274

Historic Structure

275

Historic Structure

276

Historic Structure

DESCRIPTION
STREET
Bexhill Hospital. A two-storey cottage
hospital of 1929-31 by Adams, Holden
and Pearson.
Metropolitan Convalescent Institution
Home for Men. 1905 by Rowland,
Plumbe and Harvey. Two storeys and
with a sanitary pavilion to the rear.
'Hertfordshire Convalescent Home' by
T.C. Clarke. Two storeys and built of
red brick in Elizabethan style.
Railway Mission Convalescent Home of
1895-7 by Humphrey.
Eversfield ear, throat and chest hospital.
It replaced former premises. Two
houses were later bought and converted
into a nurses hostel and medical
superintendents house.
Buildings NW of Upper Wilting Farm
appear on 1st ed 6" and Yeakell &
Gardener map.
Chetwynd, 19th century brick and
terracotta house.
Edgewood House, shown on Yeakell &
Gardner map.
Cockerells Farm, 18th century or Watermill
earlier.
Lane
Preston Lodge, west of Preston Hall.
19th century building. Earliest currently
known ref to a house on this site is
1553. Known as 'Prestons' in 1567
Glovers Farmhouse dates from 17th
century or earlier.
Buckholt Cottages, west of Hanging
Wood, Historic Building; on 1st ed 6"
and Yeakell & Gardner map.
Buildings at Acton’s Farm appears on Worsham
1st ed 6" map.
Lane
Little Worsham Farm. There was a
house on this site in 1616 and while this Worsham
does not survive there are two 19th
Lane
century farm buildings.
Large, single arched, red brick railway
bridge which originally carried line of
Bexhill to Crowhurst railway.
Large, single arched, red brick railway
bridge which originally carried line of
Bexhill to Crowhurst railway.
Large, single arched, red brick railway
bridge which originally carried line of
Bexhill to Crowhurst railway.
Milestone bearing the inscription BB (?)
and the number 48
Milestone bearing the inscription BB (?)
and the number 49

NO.

REF.
NMR 1064660
ES 132
NMR 1064668
ES 134
NMR 1066089
ES 1019
NMR 1066092
ES 1020
NMR 1076446
ES 1027

CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
CBA, 1994
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Hedgerow shown on tithe map still recorded as boundary on modern OS map.
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FIGURE 2.3
Hedgerow Assessment
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FIGURE 3.1
Broad Landscape Types/Areas
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FIGURE 3.2
Archaeological Features Mapping
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FIGURE 3.3
Built Heritage Features Mapping
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FIGURE 3.4
John Norden’s map of the county of
Sussex, 1595
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FIGURE 3.5
John Speed’s map of the county of
Sussex, 1610
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FIGURE 3.6
Richard Budgen’s 1” map of the county
of Sussex, 1724
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FIGURE 3.7
Yeakell, Gardner and Gream’s 1” map
of the county of Sussex, 1795
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FIGURE 3.8
First Series OS 1” map, 1813
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FIGURE 3.9
Christopher and John Greenwood 1”
map of the county of Sussex, 1825
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FIGURE 3.10
1st Edition Ordnance Survey 6" Mapping 1869 -1875
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FIGURE 3.11
2nd Edition Ordnance Survey 6" Mapping 1895-8
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FIGURE 3.12
3rd Edition Ordnance Survey 6" Mapping 1907-10
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FIGURE 3.13
4th Edition Ordnance Survey 6" Mapping 1925-33 with revisions 1936-43
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FIGURE 4.1
Analysis of Archaeolgical and Palaeo-environmental Potential
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FIGURE 4.2
Analysis of Historic Landscape Character
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